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"With Malice toward None, with Charity Jor All, and with Firmness in the Right"
"
"
ROY, Mora County.
Mexico.' Satiíday, Septkm ber 18, 1920,
N
7IZ
"

Volume XVII.
ROY PUBLIC SCHOOLS

OPEN

The Roy public schools started off
Monday with an enrollment of 118
pupils, which will soon grow to about
normal at 200,
The old Lucero building has been
and furrenovated and
nishes six school rooms of ample size
to house the schools, and while not
ideal, aro fairly lighted and ventilat
ed and can be kept warm and comfortable.
James Pritchard and Jim Johnson
and some assistants have been busy
the past week erecting the new seats
and putting the rooms in order, fencing the street in front and the Floei-sheilots opposite the building for
playgrounds, the street having been
closed to traffic by the village trustees in the interest of safety for the
school children, and the lots dedicated to the cause by the Floenheim
Merc. Co. during the school year.
A combination of causes, mostly
outside, have delayed the Board in
securing a suitable principal and High
School teacher, and the High School
opened in charge of Mrs. R. E.
former High School teacher
and wife of the manager of the
sheim Mercantile Co., who was prevailed upon by the Board to fill the
position until a permanent principal
can arrive. Ten. pupils enrolled in
the 9th and 10th grades the first day.
The other rooms started out very
auspiciously.
The 7th and 8th rrrades, Miss Ernestine Grzelachowski, teacher, 19 pupils enrolled.
fii.li and Gth grades, Miss Lena
'
Lusk, teacher, 27 enrolled.
Srd and 4th grades, Miss Leda
Schnidl, teacher, 22 enrolled.
2nd grades Miss Tillie Branch,
teacher, 22 enrolled.
Primary, 19 enrolled. Mrs. Sada
Brannan of Clayton is primary teacher, and was prevented by illness fror
being present and Mrs. Grace V.
member of the School Board and
veteran teacher, has been placed in
charge by the School Board, until Mrs.
Lrannan arrives.
Ail the ñew equipment has arrived
except th5 blackboards, which seem
to have been lot ri tran.-it- , a.id sonic
minor articles.
The School' Board has considered
eleven applications for the position of
principal, and a number of causes,
chief of which was their inability to
pay a higher salary, has intervened to
prevent being supplied in thue. The
indifference of those who want i'.it
most money for the least work has
been demonstrated in this casa. A
number were recommended as fine
principals who shrank from teaching
tiih and 10th grades.
The Board hopes to secure the services cf Mr. M. J. Elcakley of Harrison. Ark.., who would now be here
but iV." ;u;',ü,;'cice on the part of
someone in acknowledging his qualifications. It is hoped he will arrive
next week, but failing in this, another
principal with good credentials is in
sight.
The Roy schools are fortunate in
having home talent as good as any
that can be had anywhere to substitute in a pinch of this kind, and the
public appreciates their interest in
our schools. The enrollment increased considerably Tuesday morning and
will no doubt be nearly double by the
beginning of next month.
The School Board has worked unceasingly for the past several weeks
to get everything in readiness for the
present term, and have themselves
spent considerable time in getting
things lined up so that we could have
a public school this year worthy of
notice regardless of the handicap we
are undergoing, and next year we
hope to have our new $G0,000 building done and one of the most modern
schools in New Mexico. Now all together for the Roy schools, first, last
and all the time,
c,
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As we go to press the well has
not been tested but all arrangements have been made to make
and immediate test. The water
shows some mineral but ' just
what the outcome will be no one
knows at present but we will,
try and give all the facts in next
week's paper.
.

MOSQUERO MENTIRAS
Rumor has it that several thousand
acres of leases on the east edge of the
Mesa in the valley east of town were
recently sold to an eastern oil syndicate for a consideration of ten dollars per acre and that drilling on a
new well will soon commence. Also
that the Carter people will start drilling on the Mesa in the near future.
Mrs. Hite, mother of Mrs. E. L.
Fuller, who years ago lived at Mosquero, but now reside.! at Tomona,
Calif., is visiting the Fuller family
and old friends, having been called
here by the recent accidental shooting of her grandson, George. Mrs.
Hite states that she finds the country considerably improved and greatly different to what it was when they
held down a claim on the Mesa.
of the Fair committee
. A meeting
was held at the school house Saturday and plans further developed for
the Mosquero Fair that will be held at
Mosquero on October 9th.
A good
sum lus already been raised, committees have been appointed, prominent
speakers will be secured, attractive
premiums for the best exhibits given,
and a genuine,
county
FiJr held that will cause the entire
Mesa to sit up and. take notice. Not
the least. of theattractions will bo the
platform dance which will be held.

large

crowd .witnessed the
double-heade- r
ball game at Roy Sunday afternoon and watched Mosquero
go down to defeat before Roy, and
then, well, Mills simply wiped Roy
Convention at Albuquerque Completes State Ticket and from the earth. The game started
off at 2.30 with Mosquero after Roy's
Adopts Progressive Platform-Larraz- olo
scalp, and she came near bagging it,
Defeated,
.00, when she crossed the home plato
for Renomination On the Third Ballot
for five scores in the third. But Roy
got busy right now, changed pitchJudge Merritt C. Mechem of
ers, and put Dock in the box, and
Socorro, presiding judge of the Jr: of Kan Miguel.
tightened up and managed to clean up
Seventh judicial district, is the
For representative in congress: ten scores to Mosquero's eight when
the game was callad in the seventh.
republican nominee for governor. Nestor Montoya
of Bernalillo.
Mosquero played good ball, and tht
He was chosen at the state conFor lieutenant governor: Her- game was a good clean one with no
vention in Albuquerque in a ses- man R. Crile of Bernalillo.
wrangling and no umpire "disputes,
sion Wednesday night. It took
For justice of the supreme although each side chalked up several
the third ballot to nominate him court:
Frank W. Parker of Don errors which accounted for the large
Governor Larrazolo loading on Ana. V
number of scores. Clifford Thomas
of the Mosquero team drove tt long
the first and second ballots. On
For secretary of state: J. one out into the left field and. came
the third ballot San Miguel coun- Manuel Martinez of Union,
near breaking out a window of tlr
ty switched from Luis Armijo to
For Auditor: Edward Safford Gibson residence two blocks south 0''
Mechen and then Bernalillo of Santa Fe.
the dir.r.! and. When the left field:::
changed from Hughes to Mechen
found the bill Clifford x:za around
For treasurer: Charles U.
the diamond and resting on tha horn.?
followed by several other, coun- Strong of Mora;
:
bench.
A

ties and then the nomination
For attorney general: Harry
c,';re?ii that the winners
was made unanimous. The con- S. Bowman of Santa Fe.
were to play the Mills team, and after
vention after the night session
For superintendent of public a few minutes' rest the
game started.
Mills was in her best
took a recess until Thursday instruction: J. V. Conway of form and came down
after Roy's goat,
Santa Fe.
and when the first inning was over
when it completed the ticket.
For commissioner, of public wc were convinced that she was
The other' nominees are:
to capture it, too. Mills made 8
lands: Nelfon A. Field of Socorruns in the first half and' kept on
For presidential electors: E. ro
chalking up 'till she had eleven to her
A. Cahoon of Chaves, Antonio
corporation
For
commissioner: credit, and the best that Roy could do
was to get two men home. The game
13.
Davis Hugh H. Williams of Luna.
Gomez of Torrance, S.
was called in the fifth inning on aci

Roy-Mill-

s
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NOTICE

FOR SEALED BIDS

hereby given that the
Clerk 'of the Village of Roy,
Nev Mexico, viil1 accept bids for
four cement crossings and two cc
vuent culvert up to Monday evening,
September 27th, at 8 p. m. Plans
and specifications are row on file at
tha of fie s of the Village Clerk at
Mr. Hire shipped out a load of fat
Roy, New Mexico. Tim Viüarje Board
cows that, wen ? hipped .o Okl.nhjna ytic-.-vt- i
;bc. r'nííil io .''';-.iiy "'..
( :ty.
rtie: load was accolupanieu by
all bids.
Mr. Emilio Trujillo, who will take
FRED S. EROWN, Mayor.
á course of training in a barber
o
F. L. SCH'JLTZ, Village Clerk.
in that city and on his return add
an
barber shop to his flourishing pool hall and cold drink stand.
BOHANNON MOVES
Mosquero has Ion stood in need of a
Ceccher Bohiinnon moved his barbarber shop, and now that this want ber shop last Saturday from'the Fosto be supplied the boosters should ter block to his new home in the Ap'
:t busy and see that a blacksmith pell buildinsr. Boecher has had the
shop is secured. There is a good liv- building repainted and has placed his
ing here for an industrious black- new fixtures in the room and added a
smith, an opening that some man is bath to his
shop. Mr.
looking for, and it behooves us to get
believes in being
in communication with that particular and in keeping pace with the growth
man to his and our mutual benefit. of the town, and he can now boast
tonsorial parlor
of a fine
Quite a lot of building is now goir.g
and one that any town can be proud
on in Mosquero, and there is need of
We believe that Roy has two of
People are un- of.
a great deal more.
best barber shops in the state.
the
able to obtain houses to rent, and a
great many people are trying to seFOR SALE 640 acres farm nine
cure living accommodations here so
miles
northeast of Roy, nine miles
that they can send their children to
Mills. Well improved,
Mrs. ;Ruiz is completing a southeast of
hocl.
farms on the Mesa.
wheat
of
the
One
stone residence on Main setreet, Mr.
half cash,
Griego an adobe residence house on Prico $35 per acre, one
8tpd.
M.
Roy,
N.
Cedar street, and Mr. J. H. West has
purchaser
at 6
suit
balance
to
terms
in
block
the
of lots
purchased a large
sowacres
280
There
are
cent.
per
Brown addition and will commence
half rent of this
the erection of a modern dwelling ed to wheat, one
place. S. F. Davis, Route 1,
house and the drilling of a well as goes with
soon as workmen can be secured.
Loads of lumber are being hauled
into the country daily for the building of farm homes and granaries, and
both the town and, country seem to be
in for an era of improvement and development.
Notico is

Villa-

-e
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RED CROSS SALE A SUCCESS
The Rod Cross sale held on the
streets of Hoy last Saturday was a
success, :and practically all the articles th;jt the Red Cro?S had on hand
were sold at rood price..' The only
cheap articles sold were tlio yarn,
which brought $4.00 per pound but is
really worth ?C.0O. The articles were
sold i'.s the local Chapter had ,no fur-hiti.se fir tljem and did not cire to
T

-

col-leg-

The Democratic hosts of Mosquero
gathered their forces together and
held a precinct primary at Mosquero
Saturday. But few were in attendance, as this precinct is one of the
strongest Republican precincts in the
county, as is evidenced by the fact
that the precinct is entitled to but
Wollcot Russel and his mother two delegates to the County ConvenTo fill these places, Messrs.
MrsJ.S.Russel were attending tion. Beatty
and' J. B. Duvall were
Oren
to business matters in Las Vegas
elected. No instructions were given
the first of the week.
the delegates as to candidates, and
they will make up in quality what
T. E. Mitchell of Albert was a bus- they lack in quantity at the gathering
iness visitor in Roy Monday. Mr. at the great pie counter at Clayton.
Mitchell is a mighty 'busy man just at
Mrs. Oscar Aspgren returned from
present. He has just returned homo
to Chicago this week.
a
visit
Albuat
convention
State
from the
querque.
(Quite a few of the Mosquero people
attended the ball game at Roy
Little Raymond Leatherman had
Sunday.
painvery
a
receive
to
misfortune
the
ful injury last Friday when a horse
A traveling sign painter has been
he was feeding through a fence bit improving the looks of the business
his hand, almost severing it from the houses in Mosquero this week by
arm. The wound was dressed, and al- painting the fronts with good looking
though the little fellow suffers much signs.
,
pain, he is getting along nicely.
Baca
Mr. Eufracio
made a business
Mr. Oldham, a traveling salesman trip to Watrous this week, "where he
who has been spending a few weeks will visit with his relative, Isidro
with his friend, Dr. Plumlee, left Montoya, and look after a bunch of
cattle ia which he is interested.
Mond.-.- y
for Tucumcari.

Number 36

ROY AND MOSQUERO
BOTH GET WALLOPED

Judge Mechem Nominated for
The big bit at the Roy well!
fell into a regular lake of Governor By the Republicans;
water Wednesday morning
Nestor Montoya tor Congressman
at a depth of about 1400 it.
W-A-T-E--

7

the Chapter SI 37. W. G. Johnson
was auctioneer and F, L. Sehultz
clerk.
.

.'.

ALBERT STAR ROUTE
MAKES TIME CHANGE
Postmaster W. G. Johnson received
orders to make important changes in
the Albert Star Route service last
Sunday. The route, beginning September 11th, will leave Roy at 7 a.
m., and will go to Albert and leave
there at 1 p. m. for Roy, arriving; at
Roy at (J p. m. The carrier will live
at Roy 'hereafter, and Roy will be
the head of the' route. The change
will be quite a benefit to Carrier
Coldiron, as it will let him live at Roy
whera. he can send his children to
sch.'ol. AH persons who get. mail on
this route will please govern themselves according to above instructions,
as carrier will reach their boxes in
the morning instead of afternoon as
heretofore.
Monday was the Jewish New Year
day and a holiday for all Jews. The
stores of Albert Bacharach and J.
Appell & Co. were closed all day.

Condensed'statement of the condition of the

Overdrafts,
Furniture and Fixtures
Real Estate
Cash and sight exchange
Total

$93,677.08
336.77
1,631.
3,000.
51.082.65
$149,727.50

the Board felt they were too high,
and both bids were rejected. It whs
decided to again advertise for bids,
same to be advertised in the Spanish-Americand Springer Times for
two weeks, and bids to be Opened
September 27. The matter of appointing a new trustee to fill the vacancy caused by the resignation of
A, S. Hanson was brought up, and
Seth E. Paxton was appointed to fill
the vacancy. The matter of getting
a dumping ground for rubbish, etc.,
was discussed, but left over for future consideration. After discussing
several other matters of importance-tthe village, the Board adjourned
to meet in special session Monday,
September 27th. "

an

APPRECIATION
The ladies in charge of the Red
Cross wish the public to know' that
they appreciate the interest shown in
the sale of surplus supplies and equipment held last Saturday. The proceeds of the sale amounted to 137.25
which amount has been collected by
Mr. Frank Sehultz, clerk of the sale,
and deposited to the account of the
Red Cross in the Roy Trust and Savings Bank. The organization is under obligations to Mr. Sehultz and
Mr. Win.
for services as

-

ga-n-

s
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of business on Sept. 8, 1U20.

Resources
Loans and Discounts

The Village Board met in special
session Monday evening and opened
bids for the cement crossings and culverts. Two bids were received, but

clerk and auctioneer, donated to the
cause, as well as to the public for its
patronage,
,. v
There are a few pounds of sweater
yarn still unsold, which may be purcount of darkness, and no doubt the chased from Mrs. Grace V. Ogden,
üoy boys were glad that darkness was Secretary IlOmo Service, at private
eomin.',- on.
However, we will add sale.
that the Roy boys had played jn the
JAC
IS COMING BACK
previous
with Mosquero and
Tt. A. Pendleton is in receipt of a
were tired and worn out when they
started tJ playing with Mills .and, af- k'tterfrom our good old friend, Jack
ter repeated errors Roy was soon Mahohcy of Leroy, Minn., which we
aware she was in no condition to play were lucky enough to get hold of, and
Mills. Anyway, it was a fairly good while R. A. wasn't looking we manand enjoyed by the largs crowd aged to read some of the facts which
from nli'ls. í'.o'.iiiii.
losquero and convinces! us that we were right when
v;n told Jack that lie wouldn't s'.ay
Rev. . t:'.:' ir.j.iíhs fi.c.i hi- hi ; ítoj. l)tg
Jl.-s- .
E. :T. 3ajw?n and children Jack think Roy is the only place on
arrived in Roy Sunday, where they earth worth while? Well, wait till he
will make their futuro home.
They comes back and ask him. Yes, he
have been living in Durant, Okla., the vn enough of Minnesota and Wisconpast year, but are giad to got back sin, and after about two weeks' visit
to tha Mesa.
Mr. Bagwell met them in the latter state Jack will place his
at 'tucumcari and ;;lso purchased a family in his Etsex and turn the
steering wheel straight for Roy. As
r.r.v cah'e for his well outfit.
soon as he arrives here he will immediately begin the construction of a
Be On hand at 1 P, M. today beautiful home in Roy and live hero
Saturday for the F.S.Brown salelforever contented. Jack says it has
or you will miss seeing some of not done a thing but rain since they
there, and he wouldn't live
the hest stock and farm machine- arrivedpermanently
if they would pay
there
ry on the mesa sold.
him a salary to live up there. Speaking about prices at Roy, he says we
J. R. Moran and family of should be thankful that we have such
FJoilis, Oklahoma, are visitors at good merchants, for they have Minne- Mr.-- ' sot
the Will Gilstrap home.
skinned a dozen ways.'anJ that
Moran is, another one of tlie practically every commodity is much
successful Oklahoma farmers to cheaper at Roy than in the Northwest.
Really we are all glad that he is comturn his attention to New Mexico ing back so soon, for there is no
and vye feel certain that he will family who has lived on this mesa
not' be disappointed in the results
that was held in higher esteem than
But really,
the Mahoney family.
Mr. Oscar Aspgreen who is won't Elmer Neil and Hal Warner
building the new school housa have the laugh on Jack? for the Bradley District reports
that the work is progressing Ben Floef sheim of the Jaritas
nicely and that it will probably ranch was in Roy Saturday trading
be completed within the next with our advertising merchants.
two weeks. This will be one of
the best country school buildings
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Alldredge spent
on tne mesa and a credit to any several days' in Springer this week.
community.
When completed Mr. .. Alldrfidgo has been made manit is planned to give a House ager of both tha Roy end Sprjnger
warming" and at the same time store. "ini will devote his tvi.'.o to
raise funds for the purchase of a both olae-i- in the future. However,
beil.
they will make their home at Roy.

Bank of Roy
"at the close

VILLAGE BOARD MEETING"

Saturday and Monday Only
Sept. 18 and 20
Prunes,

White Lily Brand Tomatoes
Liabilities
Capital Stock
Undivided profits
Deposits

$ 30,000.00
3,518.54
116.208.96

Total

.

,

Special 20c a pound

regular price 30c
2

15c a can

lb can

Bulk Coffee

!

20c a pound

Quick Wash Laundry Soap

'12

bars for 50c
32c a pound

Empire Picnic Hams

Special

$il'.j,7i7.50
'

(Watch this space every week)

ROY TRADING COMPANY,
"A" Profitable Place to

Trade"

'

THF

A

i- -l

CEOOKE

STRAIGHT
MicLeodJ?aino
MlllainG.W
COMPANY

COPYRIGHT.
CHAPTER

XII

DILLrNGHAM
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Continued.
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They strurk Into tlie mountains,
a cattle trail that wound upward with devious twists. The man
rode, and the girl walked In front with
the elastic lightness, the unconscious
Sexuous grace of poise given her body
by an outdoor life. By dusk tliey were
sp la the headwaters of the creeks.
The resilient muscles of the girl had
'lost their spring. She moved wearily,
her feet dragging heavily so that sometimes she staggered when the ground
was rough. Not once had the man offered her the horse. lie meant to he
fresh, ready for any emergency that
might come. Moreover, It pleased his
malí soul to see the daughter of Luck
Culllson fagged and exhausted hut still
answering the spur of his urge.
The moon was up before they came
upon a tent shining In the cold silvery
light Beside It was a sheetiron stove,
a box, the ashes of a camp fire, and a
side of bacon hanging from the limb
of a stunted pine. Cautiously they
stole forward.
The camp was for the time deserted.
r
No doubt Its owner, a Mexican
In the 'employ of Fendrlck and
Domínguez, was out somewhere with
his flock.
Kate cooked a meal and the convict
ate. The girl was too tired and anxious to care for food, but she made
herself take a little. They packed the
saddlebags with baron, beans, coffee
and flour. Blackwell tightened again
the cinches and once more the two
took the trail.
They made camp In a pocket opening from a gulch far up In the hills.
With her own reata he fastened her
hands behind her and tied the girl securely to the twisted trunk of a Joshua
tree. To make sure of her he lay on
the rope, both bands clinched to the
rifle. In five minutes he was asleep,
but It was long before Kate could esAt last she
cape from .wakefulness.
fell Into troubled catnaps.
From one of these she awoke to see
that the morning light was sifting
through the darkness. She was shiver-Inwith the chill of an Arizona mountain night. Turning her body, the girl's
eyes fell upon her captor. He was
looking at her In the way that no decent man looked at a woman. Her Impulse was to scream, to struggle to tier
feet and run. What did he mean?
What was he going to do?
But something warned her this
would precipitate the danger. She
called upon her courage and tried to
sheep-herde-

hemmed hlui. And with each failure,
with every passing hour, the terror In
He would have welhim mounted.
comed life Imprisonment, would have
sold the last vestige of manhood to
save the worthless life that would soon
be snufTed out unless he could evade
his hunters till night and in the darkness break through the line.
He know now that It had been a fatal
mistake to bring the girl with him. He
might have evaded Bolt's posses, but
now every man within fifty miles was
on the lookout for him. His rage
,turned against Kate because of It Yet
even In those black outbursts he felt
that he must cling to her as his only
hope of saving himself. He had made
another mistake In lighting a camp-fir- e
Any fool
during the morning.
ought to have known that the smoke
would draw his hunters as the smell of
carrion does a buzzard.
Now he made a third error. Doubling back over an open stretch of hillside, he was seen again and forced Into
the first pocket that opened. It proved
to be a blind gulch, one offering no exit
at the upper end but a stiff rock climb
to a bluff above.
He whipped off his coat and gave It
to Kate.
"Put It on. Quick 1"
Surprised, she slipped It on.
"Now ride back out and cut along
the edge of the hill. You've got time
to make It all right before they close
In If you travel fast. Stop once Just
once and I'll drop you In your tracks.
Now git!"
She saw his object In a flash. Wearing his gray felt hat and his coat, the
pursuers would mistake her for htm.
They would follow her perhaps shoot
.

g

still the fearful tumult

In

her heart.

A scornful,
Somehow she succeeded.
confident pride flashed from her eyes
Into his. It told him that for his life
he dared not lay a finger upon her In
the'way of harm. And he knew It was
true, knew that If he gave way to his
desire no hole under heaven would be
deep enough to hide him from the ven-

geance of her friends.
He got sullenly to his feet. "Come.
We'll be going."
Within the hour they saw some of
his hunters. A wisp of smoke rose He Turned to Run as the Other Fired.
from the basin below. Grouped about
her down. Anyhow, It would be a diIt were three men eating breakfast.
"Don't make a sound," warned version to draw them from him.
Meanwhile he would climb the cliff
Blackwell.
slip away unnoticed.
and
His rifle covered her. With all her
The danger of what she had to do
soul she longed to cry for help. But
quite clearly, but as a
she dared not take the risk. Even as stood out
away from him she welget
to
chance
edge
of the bowl withthe two on the
From the Up of the
drew from sight one of the campers comed It gladly.
rose and sauntered to a little grove gulch she swung abruptly to the right.
where the ponies were tethered. The Her horse stumbled and went down
flew over her head. Bedistance was too far to make sure, but Just as a bullet
something in the gait made the girl fore she was free of the stirrups strong
sure that the man was Curly. Her hands pinned her shoulders to the
hands went out to him In a piteous lit- ground. She heard a glad, startled
cry. The rough hands became immetle gesture of appeal.
diately gentle.
Then things grew
Curly.
was
He
was
It
right.
She
was thinking of her at that moment black. The last she remembered was
despairingly, but no bell of warning that the mountains were dancing up
rang within to tell him she was so near and down In an odd fashion.
Her eyes opened to see Curly. She
and In such fearful need of him.
Twice during the morning did the was In his arms and his face was
refugee attempt to slip down Into the broken with emotions of love and tenparched desert that stretched toward derness.
"You're not hurt?" he implored.
Sonora and safety. But the cordon set
"No."
Each
close.
too
was
drawn
him
about
His
"He didn't mistreat you?"
rider lounging In
time a
the saddle with a rifle In his hands voice was trembling as be whispered
'
drove them back. The second attempt It.
,
"No no."
was almost disastrous, for the convict
And at that she broke down. A deep
was seen. The hum of a bullet whistled
past his ears as he and his prisoner sob shook her body and another. She
drew back Into the chaparral and from buried her head on his shoulder and
wept
thence won back to cover.
Kate, drooping with fatigue, saw
Without losing an Instant the conthat fear rode Blackwell heavily. He
was trapped and he knew that by the vict set himself at the climb. His
Arizona code his life was forfeit and haste, the swift glances shot behind
would be exacted of him should he be him, the appalling dread that made his
taken. He had not the hardihood to nerves ragged, delayed his speed by
dissipating the singleness of his energame It out In silence, but whined comgy.
His face and hands were torn
He
tried
and
threats.
plaints, promises
to curry favor with her, to work upon with cat claw, his knees bruised by a
ner pity, even while his furtive glances slip against a sharp Jut of quartz.
When he reached the top he was
told her that he was wondering whether he would have a better chance If he panting and shaken. Before he had
moved a dozen steps a man came out
sacrificed her life.
rock-'.ovyards
the brush scarce seventy-flv- e
from
arroyo,
of
to
From gulch
away
was
and called to him to surrender.
to plneclad hillside he
driven In his attempts to break the He flung his rifle to place and fired
arrowing clrcU of grim hunters that twice.
loose-seate-

d

er

SPANISH-AMERICA-

The man staggered n1 steadied
himself. A shell had Jammed and
Blackwelk could not throw It out. He
turned i0 run as the other fired. But
he was too late. Fie stumbled, tripped
and went down full length.
The man that had shot him waited
for him to rise. The convict did not
move. Cautiously the wounded hunter came forward, his eyes never lifting
from the Inert sprawling figure. Even
now he half expected htm to spring up,
life and energy In every tense muscle.
Nor till he stood over him. till he saw
the carelessly flung limbs, the uncouth
twist to the neck, could he believe that
so slight a crook of the finger had sent
swift, death across the pluleuu.
The wounded uian felt suddenly
sick. Leaning against a rock, he stead-le- d
himself till the nausea wis past
Voices called to him from the plain below. He answered and presently circled (liiwn Into the gulch which led to
the open.
At the gulch mouth he came on a
little group of people.' One glance
told him all he needed to know. Kate
Culllson was crying In the arms of
Curly Flandrau. Simultaneously
a
man galloped up, flung himself from
his horse and took the young woman
from her lover.
"My little girl !" he cried in a voice
that rang with love.
Luck had found his ewe lamb that
was lost.
x
It was Curly who first saw the man
approaching from the gulch. "Hello,
Cass I Did you get him?"
Fendrlck nodded wearily. "Yep.
He's up there." The sheepman's hand
swept toward th bluff.'
"You're wounded?"
"Got me In the shoulder. Nothing
serious, I Judge." '
swung
Culllson
"Sure
around.
about that, Cass?" It was the first
time for years that he had called the
other by his first name except In
Irony.
'

"Sure."
"Let's have a look at the shoulder."
After he had done what he could for
It Luck tpoke bluffly. "This dashed
feud Is off, Cass. You've wiped the
slate clean. When you killed Black-weyou put me out of a hostile camp."
"I'm glad so glad. Now we'll all be
friends, won't we?" Kate cried,
Cass looked at her and at Curly,
both of them radiant with happiness,
and his heart ached for what he bad
missed. But he smiled none the less.
"Suits me If it does you."
He gave one hand to Luck and the
other to his daughter.
ll

Curly

laughed

gayly.

"Everybody

satisfied, I reckon."
CHAPTER XIII.
Loose Threads.
Those who knew about Sara s shart
In the planning of the Tin Cup holdup kept their mouths close. ' All of the
men Implicated In the robbery 'were
dead except Dutch. Culllson used bis,
Influence to get the man a light sentence, for he knew that he was not a
criminal at heart. In return Dutch
went down the line without so much
as breathing Sam's name.
Luck saw to it that Curly got all
the credit of frustrating the outlaws In
their attempt on the Flyer and of capturing them afterward. In the story
of the rescue of Kate he played np
Flandrau's part In the pursuit at the
expense of the other riders. For September was at hand and the young
man needed all the prestige be could
get. The district attorney had no
choice but to go on with the case of
the State versus Flandrau on a charge
of rustling horses from the Bar Double
M. But public sentiment was almost
a unit in favor of the defendant.
The evidence of the prosecution was
not so strong as It had been. All of
his accomplices were dead and one of
the men Implicated had given It out In
his last moments that the young man
was not a party to the crime. The
man who had owned the feed corral
had sold out and gone to Colorado.
The hotel clerk would not swear positively that the prisoner was the man
he had seen with the other rustlers.
Curly had one Important asset no
Jury could forget. It counted for a
good deal that Alec Flandrau, Billy
Mackenzie, and Luck Culllson were
known to be backing him, but It was
worth much more that his wife of a
week sat beside him In the courtroom.
e
Every look and motion of the
radiated love for the young scamp
who had won her. And since they
old frontiersmen
were tender-heartethey did not Intend to spoil her Joy.
Moreover, society could afford to take
chances with this young fellow Flandrau. Long before they left the box
each member of the Jury knew that he
was going to vote for acquittal.
It took the Jury only one ballot to
find a verdict of not guilty. The
Judge did not attempt to stop the uproar of glad cheers that shook the
building when the decision was read.
He knew it was not the prisoner so
much they were cheering as the brave
girl who had sat so plucklly for three
days beside the husband she had made
a man.
From the courtroom Curly walked
out under the blue sky of Arizona a
free man.. But he knew that the best
of his good fortune was that he did not
go alone. For all the rest of their
Uves her firm little steps would move
beside him to keep him true and
steady. He could not go wrong now,
for he was anchored to a responsibility
that was a continual Joy and wonder
to him.
(THE END.)
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TRACTORS ARE DISPLACING

ISOVEfl
Threshing Shows Increase Over
Expected Yields.
The Winnipeg Free Tress of a few
days ago contained a cartoon of which
the following is a copy:
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One Man and Tractor Doing the Work of One Man and Four Horses.

Tractor Investigations, with special
reference to the Influence of the tractor on horse labor, were made In the
summer and full of 1018 on 191 corn-beThe operators of these
farms.
farms, all tractor owners, were visited by a representative of the United
States department of agriculture, and
detailed Information on all farm opThe Inquiry
erations was gathered.
covered a full year's work, so that the
part played by the tractor might be
noted In all its relations.
The Investigation was carried on in
Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, Missouri,
In each of
Kansas and Nebraska.
these states localities were visited in
which a large number of tractors were
In operation. The information obtained, while perhaps strictly and
fully applicable only to the farms visited, may be taken as a general guide
as to the results which might be obtained In using a tractor on any corn-befarm of like type and, organizalt

lt

tion.

The statements here made and conclusions drawn are not advanced as
being final, but simply as additions to
the available information regarding
farm tractors.

,

i

Range of Conditions.
To obtain results which would give
as near a representative average as
possible, an effort was made to get reports covering tractor operations under as many different conditions as
possible, and hence the conditions represented range from adverse to ideal.
The farms visited ranged from flat to
hilly. The soils varied from the
heaviest gumbo through all the various loams to light, drifting, sandy
soils. Some of the gumbo soils now
under cultivation on these farms were
formerly unproductive, owing to the
Inability 'of horses to plow the soils.
With the Introduction of the tractor,
this land hns come under cultivation
and Is now yielding big returns. It
.

horse labor will be more noticeable
In the case of this crop than that of
any other crop grown, the average
This probably as much as anything
acreage of corn per farm of those vis- else will give some idea of the state
ited being 83.5 acres, which Is 32 per of mind of the Western Canada farmcent of the tillable area of these er, as he watches the tally from the
farms. The remaining crops grown thrashing machine while his wheat is
on these farms, in order of crop acre- being carried to the elevator.
age, are:
Wheat, hay, oats, barley
From all sections of the country,
and rye.
the most optimistic reports are reOnly the physical relationship of ceived, the local nnd city papers are(
tractor power to horsepower has been filled with reports from twenty to thirconsidered, and no attempt Is made ty bushels of wheat to the acre, while
here to compare the relative costs of In some places oats are showing a recdoing work by these sources of power. ord of as high as 120 bushels to the
The number

of horses

displaced

on acre.

'

these farms Is also shown, but no InReferring to Saskatchewan, It Is conference hns been drawn as to whether fidently expected that the wheat yield
the work Is being done more cheaply will be nearly 125 million bushels.
as a result of the change.
Heavy rains which fell In districts that
Summary of Results.
did not promise so well In July, had
Briefly summarized, these are the
greatly Improved the prospects there,
principal facts brought out or emand there Is no question that pnylng
phasized by tills study:
yields will be produced.
The yields
1. The number of horses disposed
In the eastern part of the province
of on 141 farms averaging 34Gl acres, may not show to the advantage that
on which tractors had been used for a
will those of the western part, but
year or over, was 2V4 per farm.
too much cannot be said of this, for It
2. The average number of tillable
Is the results as they come from the
acres per horse increased from 26 to machine, nnd often these prove happily
38
after the purchase of the tractor. deceptive.
3. Nine operators out of 191 disThere Is now every reason to believe
placed liorses entirely on plowing,
that the wheat crop of the three praidisking and harrowing.
rie provinces will approach 250 mil4. Only 10 operators allowed their
lion bushels.
horses to stand Idle while the tractor
Alberta will exceed the 70 million
was In use.
bushels that had been looked for. The
5. The number of horses displaced
average yield will be considerably
by the tractors on these farms was
higher than It has been In the province
governed by the number It was necin any of the last four years.
essary to retain for corn cultivation
The Department of Agriculture In a
and other work current at the same recent report gave the opinion that It
time, which the tractor could not do.
bushels
cannot fall below twenty-tw6. The horses remaining on these
to the acre, and that It might easily
farms are .doing about 75 per cent of pass the twenty-fivbushel mark.
the tractive work and tractors the re- Most of the wheat In the province
'
mainder.
when the report was written, stood
7. The tractor was used for an avwell up to three feet high, and on
erage of 29
r
days per year on some fields was still higher. The
the home farm. No record of the
goes on that In parts of Southamount of custom work done was ob- ern Alberta forty and fifty bushels to
tained.
the acre yields will not be uncommon,
8. A three-plotractor on these while there will be a good many yields
farms does the work of 8 horses in of from thirty to thirty-fivbushels
o

e

ten-hou-

rt

e

plowing, disking, harrowing and harvesting.
9. After purchasing the tractor, the
average size of the farms was Increased by 22 acres, or 6
per cent.
10. The principal advantage of a
tractor is Its ability to do heavy work
in a shorter time than It can be done
with horses.

to the acre.
In the northwest part of the province, in the country surrounding
and adjacent to the Canadian
National Railway line to Lloydminster,
and south the crops are excellent and
the yield will be heavy.
A larger than average wheat crop
Is being thrashed In Manitoba. It has
been estimated that the total yield
the three provinces will not be less
INCREASE PROFITS BY of
than 225,000,000 bushels, and It may
somewhere between 250,000,-00- 0
GRADING ALL PRODUCE be that 300.000,000
bushels will be the
and
final figure.
Oats Is a good crop In all threo
Farmer Should Sort According to provinces.
This crop has also grown
rapidly during the last two or three
Size and Quality.
Excepting from those fields
weeks.
which were sown late for green feed,
Grade Specifications Recommended by the yield will be heavy and the grain
Barley and rye áre above
excellent.
Bureau of Markets Have Benethe average. There was sufficient help
fited Farmers Materially Where
to harvest the crop. Advertisement.
Practiced.
Bat-tlefo- rd
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Four Horses and One Man Doing the
Work of a Tractor.
was found that tractors were operated
successfully In what would be termed
unfavorable as well as favorable seasons, which would tend to show their
general adaptability.
While the section covered Is roughly called the corn belt, farm practices
are not uniform throughout the region. In most parts of the eastern
corn-bel- t
states commercial fertilizers
and lime are used, these being apdistributors. In
plied by horse-pullepreparing the land for crops all the
ground mny be plowed, or the small
grain may be seeded on the previous
year's corn ground by disking or
without plowing. The latter
practice reduces work for horses or
tractor In the busy season. Whether
most of the plowing Is done In the fall
or only a small part, and the rest In
the spring, depends largely on location. Where fall and spring plowing
are done In about equal amounts on
individual farms, the tractor Is used
more In the fall than In the spring,
nnd horses vice versa. It was found
that when all the reports obtained
were grouped together only five more
operators plowed In the fall than In
the spring, but the number of acres
plowed In the fall averaged 23.7 more
per 'farm. The number of men using
horses as an nuxillary source of pqwer
was practically the same In each case.
d

Tractor Saves Labor.
Many farms have woodlands, and as
these nre cleared the tractor Is used
for sawing wood for market, thus Increasing the days of belt operation.
The scarcity of labor in 1918 hampered the gathering of crops, and In
the stntes on the eastern edge of the
Consent Assured.
Now I've got to corn belt the tractor was used to a
He (accepted)
speak to your father, and I know, he considerable extent In the hay field, to
the exclusion of horses.
dislikes me.
As corn Is the principal crop In this
She Don't worry, dearest ; he baa
region, the effect of the tractor on
far greater aversion to my bill.

When a farmer orders a box of bolts
of a certain make and size he does
not expect to find a thin layer of the
boits specified on the top of the box
nnd assorted bolts underneath. In the
world of commerce a manufacturer
who pursued such practices would
soon be bankrupt.
The same principle applies to the
sale of farm products, say specialists
of the bureau of markets, United

States department of agriculture. Before sending produce to market the
farmer should sort U as to quality and
size. The bureau of markets from
time to time has recommended grade
specifications
for various products,
and wherever these recommendations
have been followed satisfaction and
Increased monetary returns have generally resulted. For Instance, It Is estimated that in 1919 the potato growers In Virginia Increased their profit
a half million dollars by grading their
produce. Similar results are being obtained in other states.
PLOWING FOR WINTER WHEAT
Decided Advantage In Preparing Land
Early Is Shown by Experiments in Kansas.

Rubber Made From Wood.
Rubber from the ocotlllo, or candle-wooof Arizona is stated to resemble ordinary rubber In all respects and
to vulcanize satisfactorily. The ocotlllo Is very abundant In the wild state.
A ton of the raw material yields about
200 pounds of the gum nnd 00 pounds
of a tarry substance, and In the experimental
factory recently established a ton of crude gum Is reported
to be produced dally. The tarry byproduct Is of value for certain uses.

d,

The Cutlcura Toilet Trie.
Having cleared your skin keep It clear
by making Cutlcura your every-datoilet preparations. The soap to cleanse
and purify, the Ointment to soothe and
heal, the Talcum to powder and perfuma No toilet table is complete
without them. 25c everywhere.
Ad. v.
y

"

Husband and Wife.
"You never take me anywhere. I
never see any life."
"What are you talking nbout? You
can see plenty of life watching the
motorcars whizz past our front windows."
No Time to Lose.
Love at first sight mny be a good
Idea, If you have a few days at the
beach. Louisville Courier-Journa-

In Kansas experiments, wheat planted on land plowed in late July or
A Breezy One.
early August yields on the average of
Doctor "Your wife needs a change
15 bushels per acre, whereas, wheat
planted on land plowed In September of air." Tightwad "Well, I'll get her
has yielded only 11 bushels per acre. an electric fan."
l.
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USE "DIAMOND

Dye right! Don't risk
your material In a poor dye.
Each package of "Diamond
Dyes" contains directions
so simple that any woman
can diamond-dya new,
rich, fadeless color into old
garments, draperies, coverings, everything,
whether
wool, silk, linen, cotton or
e

Loz Onglaze Sets the Barbería Fashion
day California is said to have a dozen
towns where the
barber
shop Is flourishing, there are several
In the middle West, and recently a
barbería has been established In New

mixed goods.
Buy "Diamond Dyes"
no other kind then perfect

York city.

Druggist

'

g

)

before ide war

The barbería works like this:
man appears at the shop. For five

?)

during the war

LOS ANGELES. This city Invented
cafeteria about ten years ago,
and Is proud of It. Xow Los Angeles
hns taken a fall out of old H. C. L.
by Inventing the barbería, which will
soon be .as popular as other establishments whose principal feature Is that
the customer waits on himself.
The barbería was conceived In the
e
hrnln of an
barber who began
to worry over his loss of trade when
the increased prices went Into efInvestigation showed him that
fect.
his old patrons were shaving themselves, and It struck hi in that It would
be a good Idea to establish a shop
could
where these new
be supplied with all the paraphernulla
necessary to do their own operating.
It proved an Instant success, and In
two or three months seven other barber shops In the city had been converted Into barberías or barberiae. To

and

7

a package

old-tim-

.

self-shave-

The Flavor Lasts
So Does the Price!

or

are guaranteed.

has

"Diamond
Adv.

16 rich colors.

Knew Hit Own Dog.
The county superintendent of schools
stopped at a farm house one evening
and expected to spend the night there.
He became friendly with a little boy
at the home. When the boy's dog
etime near him he asked the boy if It
were snvnge.
"No, sir," said the boy, "It's shepherd."
Safe at Least.
"Do you know, it always makes my
hend swim to go on the water?"
"Well, In that case you'd be quite
safe If you fell overboard" Boys'LIfe.

city In the nation Is removed
from
starvation more than two
No

'

Asbury F. Lever.

weeks.

CHICAGO.

NOT

EXPERT

AN

.

Visiting Minister Asking Blessing at
Table Was Completely Outclassed
by Little Isabel.

To
Isabel ever since
she has been able to lisp hns fallen
the honor In her family of saying the
blessing at meals. Consequently she
was Indignant the other night when at
supper her father transferred this
privilege to a clergyman who was a
dinner guest.
Isnbel had already clasped her hands
and was bowing her hend preparatory
to starting the prayer when her father
took the fatal step:
ain't"
"Mr. Finderkln," he said, "will you
say the blessing?"
Isabel shot a baleful look at the
guest, but a warning expression of her
mother's face silenced the protest.
Apparently submitting, Isabel bowed
her head and her lips moved swiftly as
Mr. Finderkln murmured the blessing.
The prayer completed, Isabel lifted
her head beaming triumphantly.
"I said the blessing six times while
Let's Go to Durham.
you were saying It once," she told Mr.
In the county of Durham, England,
Finderkln. New York Evening Sun.
it Is an old custom to give fruit cake
r.nd cheese to the first person met on
The guide ought to know every part the way to the church by a christen'
of the mountain, the traveler need ing party.
only know the path.
The wrongs of our people are conMen fall down because they misca- tinually getting mixed up with our
lculate the width of the ditch.
rights.
eight-year-ol- d
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Demand for
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POSTÜM

Cereal,
shows the favor this table
drink is constantly gaining

because of its, rich taste
and economy.
Boil Postum Cereal fully
twenty minutes and you
have a flavor similar to the
highest grade coffee, but
urcru no cut ice
hurt in Postum..

It is pure and

wholesome!
Made

by Postum Cereal Co,Inc
Battle Creek.Kich.

Because she was
KIRKWOOD,
lay down her life for a
friend, Miss Frances B. Holsteln of
Klrkwood. Mo., Is the owner not only
of a bronze Curnegie hero medal, but
of a $500 Carnegie scholarship at the
University of Illinois, where she hns
'
Just completed her freshman year.
Miss Holsteln's Is the first name on
the report of the Carnegie hero fund
commission Issued January 31. 1020.
A remote
Florida Jungle wns the
scene and a picnic party was the occasion of Miss Holsteln's heroism. A
little group' consisting of herself, a
girl friend. Bishop Cameron Mnnn of
the Episcopal diocese of Florida, and
the Rev. Benjamin Soper. rector nt
Cocoanut Grove, Flu.. Mud strayed

And Police
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Ladies Let Cuticura

Keep Your Skin
Fresh and Young
u

50c,

Talen 25c
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Co.
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For Infants and Children.
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SUNDAE
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O'Brien of the Grand Crossing station.
They were passing the Shrago estab
lishment.
The door was burst open
and three figures sped past them. Each
clutched an oblong parcel to his breast.
"Halt!" yelled Messrs. Kelly and
O'Brien.
their
The three rivals increased
speed.
It
The policemen pursued.
was a long chase. The day was warm
The policemen overtook them a few
blocks from the beach.
"You're pinched, for stealing."
"Stealing what?"
The evidence had melted away.
The policemen accompanied them to
where the witch Hazel reclined upon
the sands, rapt In thought.
sorry," the rivals began,
- ..")Vv're
"but the bricks "
"Oh," she Interrupted, "I'd forgotten.
Anyway, I've changed my mind.
I
want a lemon sundae."

CENT!

Always
Bears the
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She applied a tourniquet below the
sufferer's knee to prevent the poison
Then she made a cut
from spreading.
ncross the purple dots which marked
the entrance of the reptile's fangs to
give a larger bleeding surface. This
done she applied her lips to the wound.
When no more blood could be drawn
the party carried Mr. Soper to their
automobiles and drove to Cocoanut
Grove. The physician there declared
that Miss Holsteln's quick action saved
the clergyman's life. Although gangrene set In. It rose no higher than the
place marked by Miss Holsteln's
tourniquet, and In a month the Reverend Mr. Soper was well. The heroine suffered only a bad headache.
Of the 1.5G2 awards by the commission, only 110 have been to women.
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Cow
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deep Into the forest seeking orchids.
when suddenly Soper gasped that he
had been struck by a rattler.
The nearest town was 15 miles
away. Having had some training as
u nurse, the girl knew that only by
sucking out the poison could she save
She knew, too, that any
bis life.
abrasión In her mouth, any decayed
tooth through which the venom might
enter her system, meant her own prob-
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How About Your Catarrh?
Do You Want Real Relief?
Then Throw Away Your Sprays porarily clear them
will promptly
and Other Makeshift Treat- ar

ment
Why? Simply because you have
overlooked the cause of catarrh,
and all of your treatment has been
misdirected. Remove the cause of
the

clogged-u-

p

accumulations that

away, they
until their

cause Is removed.
S. S. S. is an antidote to the millions of tiny Catarrh germs with
which your blood is infested. A
thorough course of this remedy
will cleanse and purify your blood,
and remove the disease germs
which cause Catarrh.
For free medical advice write to
Chief Medical Adviser, 101 Swift

up your air passages, and
they will naturally disappear for
good. But no matter how many
local applications you use to tem Laboratory, Atlanta, Ga.

choke

Patriot Farm Trucks
Are sold to responsible parties on

TIME PAYMENTS

A frail little woman In
twenties snt in police head-

YORK.

Arranged particularly to suit farm
conditions. See our local dealer
or telephone us at our expense.

quarters and sobbed out :i confession
that she had poured carbolic acid over
her hushnnd as he slept. She was Mrs.
widow of
Sokolowsky.
Alexandra
or
Frank Sokolowsky, widely-knowganizer In the American Federation of
Labor, who was murdered on the morning of June 20. And she relates Uie
following remarkable story:
"We were married nine years ago
and were happy for three years. Al- dona, my daughter, came and we were
together and working for each other.
We lived most of the time In Brooklyn.
"He had been away two days and I
knew that he had been withnnotlier
woman. He was so good looking and
such a great admirer of women.
"He had come home a little after
midnight, and when I accused him of
having been out with another woman
and told him I had found a love letter
In his pocket, he told me I must leave
him alone and that he was going out
again.
"I often had been thinking of dis
figuring him so that I could keep him.
But I never thought of killing hint, for
I could not have lived without him.
n

sí

p$

III
troubled constantly
by backache. Now
and then I felt
sharp pains between my shoulder blades and
through my limbs.
I was worn out
ana mornings
TI I
had a steady aoh- -'
lngr and lameness
In tha small nt mtr
backi My kidneys acted Irregularly.
1 used Doan'a Kidney Pills
and was
relieved."
Cat Dew's si Am Stan. AOe a Im

y

Kills Ker Husband Trying to Keep tlim
NEW

A Colorado Case

Eleanor

Mrs.
Down, 334 Colorado
St., Idaho Springs,
Colo., says: "I was

Soap 25c, Oiatomrt 25

CHANGED

able death.
MO

neighbor!

that hangs In the net, like a
poor man's right In the law, will hnrd-l- FRECKLES
come out of It. Shakespeare.

Efficient Girl Awarded Carnegie Medal

Tit-Rlt-

That "bad back" is probably due to
weak kidneys.
It ebowi in a dull,
throbbing backache, or sharp twingea
when stooping.
You have headaches,
too. dizzy spells, a tired nervous feeling
and irregular kidney action. Don't neglect it there is danger of dropsy, gravel
or Bright's disease! Use Doan't Kidney Fillt. Thousands have saved
themselves more serious ailments by
the timely use of, Doan't. Ask your

A fish

Fifty-sevent- h

EVIDENTLY

Kicbys!

Watch Your

age.

Witch Hazel and Ice Cream
Not without reason is
Gebest tacclaimed the
street
fairest nereid of the Fltfy-firs- t
bnthlng bench. She swims like Aphrodite, smiles like Cleopatra, and has
more worshipers thnn Troy's Helen.
Among these are Gratín Iírush,
eighteen years old, of 5734 Maryland
avenue; Mllford Flngnl, eighteen, of
TiOilO Drexel boulevard,
and Raymond
Dennis, twenty-two- .
of 812 East
They were grouped
street.
appropriately about her one bright
morning when she expressed the
wish :
"I think I'd like to have a brick of
Ice cream."
As one the three men leaped up and
dashed away. Their's not to reason
why, their's not to mnke reply. The
ACCEPTING NO MORE FAVORS witch Hazel desired a brick of ice
cream. The question wns who would
Negro's Somewhat Peculiar Reason be first with the brick to win the benediction of her smile?
for Refusing to Act as Pall,
Nip and tuck they ran to the soda
bearer Any More.
water emporium of Harry Shrago at
r
144 East Sixty-thirIn Alabama a negro
street. They arcame home one night and found ills rived together, to discover two facts.
The first was that Mr. Shrago had
wife highly agitated.
"Jeff," she said, "you know dat Asa closed shop for dinner. The second
Roger's wife Sallle is dead. Ain't yon was,.exprescd breathlessly-fe-y McFin-gal- :
goln' to be a pallbearer atthefun'r'l?"
"No, I ain't," answered Jeff, with
"Itnts, I forgot my pnnts. My mon
ey's In 'em." So had they all.
unusual positlveness.
"You ain't? Well, wasn't you a pallIntroducing Policemen Kelley and
bearer at de fun'r'l of his second wife
Melissa?"
"Sho I wuz. But dat
"En wuzn't you a pallbearer at de
fun'r'l of his first wife, Mandy? Whut
you mean, you ain't goin' act dls time?"
"Liza," he said, "suttlnly 1 wuz a
pallbearer at dem fun'r'ls, en I done
de best I could, but I'm tellln you now
I aln t acceptln' no mo favors from
nobody whut I can't return." London

results

Dyes Color Card"

ten cents (depending upon the scale)
he gets a perfectly clean razor a
safety or the
sort, ac
cording to his taste a towel, clean
mug, and hot or cold water. He Is as
signed to a little stand which has
mirror and chair. If he desires prl
vacy, a different style of stand may be
hud for a nickel more, where, surrounded by a curtain, he may shave by
himself. .
One or several barbers are on hnnd
lo cut hair and to shave any customer
methods,
who prefers
The chiropody girl usually runs the
barbería end of the shop. It Is her
business to know the wishes of the
customers, to know which Is their prl
vate mug and soap, whether they have
razor In the
a safety or
barbería case, or prefer to use one
that the shop keeps on hand and In
A thousand and one little
condition.
personal preferences are her concern.
Besides, she gets many tips where
a man wouldn't get one In a coon s

f""3(c a package

DYES"

THE

MOTOR CO.

MARTIN-SWEE- T

549 Broadway

pnoe s.uth 2730

DENVER, COLO.

"He fell In a doze and I took a pint

bottle of carbolic acid and flung It on
Alns, how diflieult it Is to prevent
his fuce. I also threw some ail over
countenance betraying our guilt.
the
his body. He sprang from the bed
with a scream and said he was burn- Ovid.
ing up all over. My daughter was In
A mntch between two dentists would
the next room and didn't hear.
probably result In a draw.
"I ran to the street. I told a man
there that I wanted him to run for
A good grievance Is worth more than

said he was a doctor a bad pavement. Don Quixote.
lie said my husband
was In a daze. I ran
)imiDJE Ndht and Morning.
UJiiJjG' Haw Strong, Healthy
went away.
U they 1 ire, ncn,
a long time and ended
1
!
C
u;f ooie,
aman. or Tí
up In Canada.. Then I came to New
Irritated, Inflamed 01
York with a private family on 124th TOUR
Granulated, use Murint
street, near Eighth avenue. Tonight rftn Snntha. Rufreshea. Safe 101
I was arrested, and God only knows Infant or Adult At all Druggists. Write fo
Free Eye Book. Hirlat 71 Kenedy u., emu
what will become of my little girl."
a doctor. He
and came in.
was dead; I
out again and
"I wandered

tye.

k.

rdrC

tito

du,

r.litche!l-C4RS-'M- ercr

Graham

Speed Truck

High grade, lines of low depreciation.
LINGER-GOF-

F

MOTORS & SUPPLY

CO.

DENVER

You Save From
$15 to $25 on every
Saddle and Harness
Direct from our workshop.
Send for our free catalog.

The Fred Mueller Saddle
1413

1

and Harnee Co.
1411 UriwrSt., Dtem. Clt,

'
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matter at the poBtoflice in Roy, New Mexico,

s

AND POLITICS
THE
We have been asked reneatedlv what stand the Spanish-'American is going to take regarding politics. After studying the
matter over very carefully and consulting practically every business man of the town and a great number of influential men, both
n
Democrats and Republicans, we have decided to make the
will
be
know
this
We
paper.
an absolutely
a surprise to some of our readers, and we will no doubt receive,
some severe criticism from some of our friends for the stand we
take in the matter, but for the welfare of our town and the mesa,
we feel that we should stay away
as well as the
from the political question and run the paper as a news medium
and for the purpose of advertisement. In checking over our subscription list, we find that our readers are nearly equally divided
so far as politics are concerned, and we feel that either side should
have a right, for their opinion when the matters of politics are
concerned. As far as we are concerned ourselves, we are Willing
to state clearly our politics individually, but we reserve the right
to work for any man and use our influence for him as long as we
know the other fellow is not a fit man for the office.
The report has been circulated throughout Roy and vicinity
has been purchased by a number of
n
that the
Republicans and that we are only "tools" working for them. We
want to brand these statements as absolute falsehoods in every
will brand this statement as a
respect. Mr. Ogden, the
falsehood also, as he knows who the purchasers were and where
the purchase money came from. There is no one that owns one
Printing Company but
cent of stock in The Spanish-America- n
G.
and their hands are not
Johnson,
William
and
Schultz
L.
Frank
bound bv anv Dolitical narty.
We will be glad to accept reading matter and political advertisements from any party so long as same is paid matter and
is not of a libelous nature. Our columns are open to the public to
pxnress their views on matters of. political importance so long as
same is signed by the writer. And while these matters of political
importance will be given due consideration, yet our first purpose
will be to give to the public the news of the whole mesa and the
pages of the paper will be devoted to the news in preference to any
other space.
paper
To those who condemn us for running a
we would like to give them a few facts for their deep consideration
The American Press Association sent out questionaires to 9,498
weekly papers of importance throughout the United States, all of
which were members of the American Press Association, and asked them their stand so far as their paper was concerned political
and accepted
ly, and to their surprise 8,746 were
political advertisements from all parties and only 752 were par
tisan. Also the answers from 882 of the larger dailies showed that
822 accepted advertisements from all parties, and that only 60
were strictly partisan. These figures give the public some idea of
what the newspapers throughout the United States are doing when
it comes to the matter of politics, and is surely evidence that we
are taking the stand that 92 per cent of the weekly papers have
SPANISH-AMERICA-

N

Spanish-America-

non-partiz-

Spanish-America-

n,

Spanish-America-

ex-edit-

non-partis-

non-partis-

taken.

matter of bringing a bill before the next Congress is being seriousBorn, to Mr. and Mrs. E.J.
George Ray and wife who have
ly considered which will compel all newspapers to accept political
at the Plumlee hospital
been visiting relatives at Mayfie-ladvertisements from all parties, provided the same is of a
Wednesday.
A fine boy Mother
nature and that same is paid for as advertisements. We
Kentucky returned home last
doing
nicely'
child
and
feel that such a law would serve the best interests of all news- week.
papers, and what is of more importance, it would work for thé
cleaning up of politics, which obviously is in the interest of the
Lest you forget the F.S.Brown
Reece Gardner arrived in Roy from
people.
Tupelo, Okla., last Monday and will Sale commences at 1P.M. today
Many newspapers throughout the nation are loud in their make his future home on his home- (Saturday).
protest, as they properly should be when there is any indication of stead near Roy.
an infringement on the right of free speech and a free press, but
'
PUBLIC SALE
denial of the right of a candidate for office to tell his story to the
We will offer at public auction on
people when he is willing to pay for same, is surely the denial of
free speech in the extreme. We feel that it is dodging the issue the G. G. Leach place, 1 mile north
miles west of Roy, New
to say that a man may talk as he wishes but that it is up to the and 1
newspapers to decide whether or not his remarks shall be heralded Mexico, September 23rd, 1920, sale
to the outside world. Everyone knows and admits the right of a to start at 10:30 a. m. sharp
publisher to print or omit whatever he may choose so far as his
ONE CHEVROLET Touring
Rate 5c per line each insergood as new.
news columns are concerned. Everyone admits his clear right to
tion. Six ordinary words
ONE AEOLIAN PLAYER PIANO,
take any position editorially he may choose, but when it comes to
the advertising columns of the newspaper, they are the public 100 rolls ofimuic.
make a line.
5
forum from which any decent man should be permitted to speak so
5 HORSES AND MULES
long as he pays for the matter and same is not of a libelous nature.
mules;
Span of 2- - and
one team of Work Horses, 6 and 7
Insure your "Calves" against
Milburn Outhouse of Patoka, 111.,
years old, weigh about 1200 each; one
DEMOCRATIC
BIG
MEETING
black leg, by using "PURITY
arrived, in Roy last week and will put
Horse, 8 years old.
There will be a big Democratic Saddle
out a big crop on his farm near So
GEUM FREE VACCINE"
15 CATTLE 15
meeting at Roy next
lano this fall.
20 cents per dose.
8 good Milk Cows, 3 to 6 years old,
Tuesday night at the Roy theatre.
PUBLIC SALE
2 will be fresh' soon; 3 good part Jer
Mickey Floersheim Agent.
Hon. Richard H. Hanna, Democratic

Col-eia- an

THE

Entered as

SPANISH-AMERICA-

an

an

Again, we might also bring out the fact

that at present the

Classified
Ads

Auto-mobil-

e,

"get-togethe- r"

.

Having decided to quit farming, we
have decided to rent our place and
will offer at public auction at our
place, 3 miles N. and 4 mile E. of
Mills, 16 miles N. of Roy, on
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 21
sale to commence at 10 o'clock, the
following property:
6 HORSES 6

nominee for Governor, Hon. Antonio
Lucero, Democratic nominee for Congress, and Hon. Robt. Putney of Albuquerque will be present and deliver
addresses during the evening. These
men are among the most forceful
speakers in New Mexico, and it behooves everyone to come out and hear
them, as we are in the midst of one
1 roan Mare, colt at side; 1 bay
of the most important political camMare, colt at side; 1 sorrel Mare; 1
paigns in the history of New Mexico.
extra good blue Horse.
Remember the date Tuesday, Sep12
12 CATTLE
tember 21st, 8 p. m., Roy Theatre,
n
1 Holstein bull, pureblood; 1
and at Mills Tuesday afternoon at 2
Cow, 10 years; 1 brown Cow, 8
p. m.
years; 1 Jersey Cow, 5 years; 1 Red
Poll Cow, 7 years; all milkers; 5
heifers Calves, 2 Bull Calves.
Hoi-stei-

Just think of a bushel basket
8
8 HOGS
Leave
3 brood Sows, Poland China; 4 of Peaches at $5.55.
Pigs; 1 red Boar.
your order to get in on a good
FARM IMPLEMENTS ALL KINDS buy at Floersheim's.
LOT OF HOUSEHOLD GOODS
Ten dozen full blood single comb
Brown Leghorn Chickens.
I.C.Dodds the local undertaker
Twelve R. I. hens.
received
a fine line of caskets
Two sets Work Harness, 2 Saddles.
and is looking for anoth
week
last
FREE CHANCE at a pig and 6
from Chicago next
Chickens to all oyer IS years. Draw- - shipment
COME week". He has rented the" back
isg stops at 10 o'clock.
EARLY.
end of Foster's and will use this
TERMS: 13 months without interdisplay

sey Milk Cows, 4 to 6 yeaM old; 4
good Milk Cows with Calves at side,
all giving' milk.
11
HOGS
11
150 CHICKENS 150
FARM MACHINERY
Wagon, one
One
Harrow, one Mouldboard Plow,
doubleone set of four-hors- e
trees, set of good Harness.
18-Di-

good-as-ne-

HOUSEHOLD GOODS
One leather covered Couch Box,
one Buffet, one Dresser one Dining
Table and Chairs, one Library Table,
2 Rockers, 2 Brass Beds, Springs and
Matresses, one Child's Bed, 3 9x12
Rugs, one Navajo Rug, one Banquet
Range, one
Gasoline
Stove, one Heating Stove, Wash Machine, Aluminum Utensils, Dishes of
all kinds; Butterfly Cream Separator,
only been used 6 weeks, Cream Cans,
Baby Carriage, few hundred Fruit
Jars, 3 Iron Beds, Range Cook Stove,
Heater, Kitchen Cabinet, chairs,
Hoosier Cabinet, other articles too
numerous to mention.
TERMS 12 months without interest if paid when due. If not paid
when due, to draw 10 per cent interest from date, 10 per cent discount
for cash on sums over $10.00, and
no property to be removed until settled for.
Free Lunch; bring your drinking
cups.
CALVIN JONES,
'

room.
a
est if paid when due. If not paid
when due, to draw 12 per cent interest from date of sale. 10 per cent
Miss Marie Kern who has been
off for cash if paid in two months.
J. B. PROCTOR, Owner. visiting relatives in Roy the past
nonth returned to her position at
GEO. COCHRANE, Auctioneer.
B. N. TURNER,
F. G. PARKES, Clerk.
Cleveland Ohio last week. Marie
Owners.
Ladies' Aid will serve lunch.
is a former student of the Roy Col. Wm. G
Johnson, Auctioneer.
Schools.
Frank L. Schultz, Clerk.
for

Bargain

A

320 acres 5 miles from Roy.
110 acres in cultivation balance

good pasture with stork water
this land lays in the best oil structure in N. E. N. M. $25.00 per
acre buys it half cash. Terms on
balance. I need the dough.
p3
G. G. Leach.
APPLES, APPLES, APPLES, 2
cents per pound for wind falls and 4
cents per pound for hand picked. Ap
plet now ready for market at the old
Krieberg farm east of town. Write
U. S. Shirley, Springer, N. M.
One good team four- in. disc
8
One
harrow. Priced to sell. Inquire or
write Ralph Kennard, Roy, N. M. 2tpd

FOR SALE

year-ol- d

mules.

12-1-

FOR SALE One gentle mare, suit
able for child. Five' red,
tf
pigs. John R. Nutter.

Dr. L. A. Avery, Dentist
Now located in Dr. Plumlee's
Hospital. Consultation free
Office hours 9 A. M. 5P. M.
FOR SALE some pure blood
Cornish Indian Game and Black
Langshane Roosters $3. each or
will trade one for three pullets
Mrs. H.
same age, any kind.
A. Gray
tf

For Sale
7 Holestien Milch Cows all giving milk from 2 to 4 gal. a day
2 to 6 yrs. 7 calves and 2 yearling heifers $800.00 buys the
G. G. Leach.
p3
bunch

One Thing is
Cheap
UCH cute little styles in these new

"Little Sister" dresses prettily smock
ed and neatly trimmed.
Of good quality gingham in a variety of

pretty patterns.
Some have quaint little sashes, others
adorably trimmed with touches of hand work.

The cheapest thing today is money.
It is true that loans are curbed and
the use of funds costs more, but a
load of grain, a weeks work or an
acre of land will buy more money
this year than for a long time.
So now is the time to save so you
can invest or so you can buy more
later on when dollars are dear.

THE ROY TRUST
& SAVINGS BANK

FOR
SALE
Excellent seed rye at $1.75
per bushel.
Floersheim Mercantile Company
WANTED: -- A woman to do.
general housework .Good wages
to the right party. Phone or see'
Dr. Plumlee at the hospital.
FOR SALE, Because of sickness
I will sell or rent my farm, 9
miles east of Roy, well improved, plenty of water, will sell on
buyer's terms or rent for share
of the crop. Rocq Reeder, Roy
N. M.

FORSALE: 80 acras of deed
ed Nf.w Mexico land, one and
three fourths miles north of Solano. Write Mrs. Frank 119
k
St. SanAngelo, Texas. p4
Eme-eric-

For Sale
5
Tractor

I. H. C. Mogul

12-2-

com-

plete with
devise, and gas headlight.
This tractor has been completly
d
and is in 1st class
condition.
Gaylord bros.
French N. M. o4
self-starte-

SIZES:

r,

self-steerin-

g

over-haule-

2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 years

'

COLORS:
Blue, Pink, Tan and Green

FAIRVIEW

I

F oersiiei
Mercan tile
Compa ny

Perfumes and paint for knave or saint no alcohol or dope,
Here is the place to fix your face with creams or toilet soap.
s
cheer, our soft drinks leave no scars,
Assemble here for
Real ice cream, a "Cold cone dream", with candy and cigars.
Most every kind of DRUGS, you'll find within this modren shop,
'Assistance quick! So if you're sick, this is the place to stop.
Call or phone, we give you tone and tonic something great.
high-clas-

RIGHT ÍIÉRE
FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
U. D. GIBBS, Proprietor
Roy, N. M.

'

KAN-

SAS FAMOUS
Made by
The U. S. Blackleg Serum Co.
For Sale By
ROBERTS & OLVEIt
Roy, N. M.
20c per dose
Why Pay More?

One

You always win, when you drop in, for here we're

'

THE VACCINE THAT MADE

For Sale
16-2-

5

H.P.

Fairbanks-Mors- e

tractor: first-clas- s
condition very powerful; uses gasoline
kerosine or distillate; long life
slow speed engine with friction
clutch belt wheel. Suitable for
plowing.drilling.road grading, or
stationary power. Will sell cheap
for cash or bankable note. Write
to
Beeth Bros. Mining Co.
lucumcari New Mexico

THE
NOTICE FOR .PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
0.1ke at Clayton, New Mexico,
Aug. 18th 1920
NOTICE it hereby givon

tht

"William F.Smitb,, of Roy, Mora Cj
New Mexico, who, on September,
22nd, 1919, mad Homestead KatryNo,
020870, for SWJ -- NEJ, Section 2S. Tw.p.
20 N, Range 35 E, N.M.P.M.,haa üüod
notice of intention to make Final Thuee
Years, Proof, to establish claim U the
land above described, beore
F. H. Foster, U.S. Commissionor, at
his office at Roy, N. M, ou the 13t
day of October 1S20.

Claimant names as witnesses:
.H.E.Stafford, W.E. Baker, Harry
Welch and Jamoa H.SansUiry, aJl of
.Roy ,New Mexico.
. PAZ VALVERDE, Register.

.OTlti; .FOR

1'lIILICATIOJi
Department of the Inlrj-liU. S. Land Office at Clayton, X. AI.,
Aug. 2(i, 1920.
NOTICE in bcreby given ihut Abran
Cafados, of Gállenos, N. M., who, on
June 4, 191Í, made Additional Jloratv
.tstcad Entry, No. 02U033, for Kii uf'
Section 19, Township 17 N., Raimo 83.
.E.,.N..M. P...AIerliUan, hau filed notice
uf Intention to make Final Three Year
Proof to esubllsh claim to the land
.above described, before A. A. Wynne,
U. S. CommiKMloner, at his office in
.JUosquero, N. M., on Oct. 18, 19.30.
Claimant names as witnesses:
AuKUStin Martinez, of AI omitiera, Is'.,
.M., I'ablo l'uiz, Esequiel Leyba,
Casudus, all of Galleaos, N. jl.
PAZ VALY EliDE,

SPANISH-AMERICA-

There it no argument againit the
R. Í. Shiiya :and Co. had a dandy
M. 51. McGrath, formerly of Route
sign printed .on the windows of the OVERLAND FOUR. It is the most One, but now of Mills, reports a fine
erratum In Kussia.
It adds to the economical car in America. Let Buiey girl arrived at his home Tuesday
store Jast .Monday.
ell you one.
NOTitfE FOR V IH.ICAtHON
ISOLAT. beauty of iflre store.
niht, September 7th. He reports all
thaw
fo
concerned dointr nicely.
LAND
"fiALE
rUBLiO
Don't forget the F. S. Brown sale
Department ef tfcrn Interior
KtWCE V'MR'I'l MI.ICATION ISOLAT. tomorrow, Saturday, afternoon. This
Rev. Cooke of East Las Vegas
"C" of
Kl IHUT
authorir.es Bale.
will be one of the really large sales of preached two dandy sermons
PUBLIC LAND SALE
U.S. Land Office at 'Clayton, N. Mex.
at the
July 28, 1920.
the Mesa, and everything to be sold Christian church Sunday morning
NOTICE Is hereby riven that, as diis of the very best. Sale starts at
Uppnrtmrnt of th Interior
rected by the GommisUner of tno
and evening.
20 Authorizes Bale.
Land office, unier provisions of 'C" .of
O. b'. Lund Of f ice at Clayton, N. Mex, 1 p. m.
Hen. 2455, R.., pursuant to the anplJca.-tlo- n
28,
1920.
July
of Lillian E. Mcintosh, Mosquero,
Quite a large crowd took in the
Nw Mexleo, Serial No. 026771, we willr, NOTICE is hereby given that, as
offer at public sale, so the highest
Let
have
Floersheim's
Vour picture, "Common Property", at the
Genthe
of
by
Commissioner
the'
Sit
per
$3.00
acre,
but at
less than
Irfind ..office, under provisions of order for bushel
baskets of Roy Theatre Saturday night. The
at 10 o'clock A. M., on the 7th day of eral 24í,5,
K. S., pursuant to the applicaOrvtober, 1SÍÍ), next, .at this office, the feo.
You cant young folks enjoyed a social dance
firllowing tract of land: W'Ms SWVi tion .of .James A. Mcintosh, David, New Peaches at $5 55.
Serial No. 026842, we will offar beat it.
tier. 23, T. 17 N., It. 30 E., N. H. 1. M. Mexico,
after the show.
bidder,
The sale will not be kept open, but n.t juibllo salei to the hlshest
bikt 'ill not. less than $4.00 per acre, t
wJU be declared closed when those pres10 o'clock A. M., on the 7th day of Ocent ut the!oar nantdl have ceased
Have the satisfied feeling of know.
office, the fol- A fine pig and some chickens
The person making the hiKhest tober, .1920, next, at this
ing that you ride in the best small car
iec. will be given away
required
immediately
bJd will be
to
liay lowing tract of land: N W Í4 BWV4
the
at
M.
Proctor
M.
1'.
3, 'i .17 N., It. 30 E.. N.
!to the Receiver th amount thereof.
The sale will not be kept open, but Sale 16 miles north of Roy Tues. made. The OVERLAND FOUR is a
Any persons claiming adversely the
land are advised to fil will li declared closed when those pres- Sept.
21st. Be sure and be there. tfality. Busey will show you.
named have ceased
their clIms,.or objections, on or before ent nt the hour
The person making the higheat
the time 'designated for sale.
liid will be required to immediately .pay
1HOMAS E. OWEN,
r,ll
DISTRICT COl'ItT, FOTHTH
Receiver. to the Kecelver the amount thereof.vthe
Glen D. Reubart of Joplin Mo. ISÍJlTHK
Any persons claiming advcrselv
Ull'AI. MINTHICT, COI1VTV OF
d
land are advised to tile is expected to árrive Friday and
MOKA. STATU OK ,M:W MKXICO.
J, 11. Jameson, Plaintiff
claims, or objections, on or bufore
)
Saturday is the big sale of F. tbuirttipe'
will be the guest of Miss Bullard
) No. 2642.
designated for sale.
vs.
t'ht
Better Than No Bath.
Bailing In the Vnow is a common

'

.

Gen-eru-

rt

bid-do-

bid-diii- K.

above-describe- d

.

5. Brown, 'remember the sale
starts at'l'P. M. sharp.

THOMAS

at the Plumlee Hospital while in
our town.

E. OWES,

llucelrev.

Electric lights.
An automobile of quality.
Why not talk to Busey boiit them?
The most beautiful spot in the
world is your home. Let Busey show
you how it looks with electric 'lights
.

of the Bradley
district was rushed to the
Plum
"
lee Hosoital last week.
He had been hammering on a

THE UNlVEK&AiL CAR

t

Auk- 27, 1920.

NOTICE Is hereby piven that Conway
X. Keirsey, of Gallegos, N. M., who, on
June 11, 1918, made Additional Homestead Entry, No. 023740, for Lots 1, 2,
3 and 4; E
NVy4, N E Vt SW'( and
NVV'H SE'4 Section 31, Township 17 N.,
Range 31 E. N. M. I'. Meridian, has filed
notice of Intention, to make Final Three
Vear l'roof, .to establish claim to the
land abova described, before A. A.
Wynne. II. S. Commissioner, at Ills
in Mosquero, N. M., on Oct. 19, 19JÍ0.
Claimant names us witnesses:
II. S. Hamby. V. A. Hamby, John It.
Wallace, all of. Gallegos, X. 1L, and J.
'
.A. Mcintosh ot Uuvid, N. M.
VAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

piece ot red hot steel and a piece
flew and cut thru the eyelid and
buried itself in tht eve hall nt
first there was littte hope for sav
ing the eye but Dr. Plumlee car- fully removed the steel and it is
believed that the eye will 'be al

its stability
'iThe simplicity of the Ford-carin construction, the famous heat treated
Wanadium steel with its marvelous strength
iand flexibility, the low icost-of- . operation and
.maintenance, its ease in icpcration, all have
.made the Ford car the great: favorite in every
iland in the world. It's theonetar that always
satisfies and serves. A utility! beyond question
that all can afford. We will'bepleased to have
your order. Don't delay '.because the demand
iis heavy all the time. Wehave. almost everything in motor car accessories, sell the
genuine Ford Parts, an .assure the best in
.mechanical repair work.

i

ee

NOTK K FOR

I'l'lIMCATIOX
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTEUIOIt
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
August 11, 120.
NOTICE Is hereby given that Jose
'Ignacio Garcia,, of Mosquero, N. M., who,
on June 8, .1917, made Homestead Entry,
.No. 025055, for Lots 2 and 3 and SEVi
.NWVi.and NEÍÍ.tfW'A, Section 3, Township J.7 N liange.29 E.,. N. M, P.
has .fill .notice of Intention to
make Final Three Year l'roof, to establish claim to the land above described,
before A. A. Wynne, U.. S. Commissioner, at his office in Mosquero, N. M., on
,the 12th day of October, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Jose Inez Vigil, Juan Isidro Romero,
Komun I'erea, 1'iofJlo Oarcia all of

right.
R. A. Dodson of the Collins in
vestment Co. of Clayton was in
Koy on business Saturday.
Mr. Shumake who has been
working on the new elevater for
khe past few weeks returned to
liis home Wednesday.

BECK MOTOR CO'

n,

-r-r. . r
-

Mos-tluer- o,

Be sure and read the L B. Tro
o'mr sale bill which appears else
wbere in the Spanish American
V

Pí-fn-

f"

.r.f'.il.A

FOR
IIMCrt'NO'V
Dencrtment Of th Interior
at Clayton, N.

iU. b. Land Office

Aug.

A'OTICK FOR I'l JILICATIOV
IlEJ'AHT.MKNT
OF THE INTERIOR

1020.

Claimant names a witnesses:
George Garcia, J. F. Garcia, both oí
Clavton, N. M., Guadtuiie Mondragon,
Candelario Vigil, both f Bueyeros, N.
PAZ VALVERDE,
,
Register.
NOTICE FOR IMUUCATIOr
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
August 11, 1920.
NOTICF is hereby Riven that Cesaría
Vigil of Mosquero, N. M., who on April
Application,
3 8, 1917, made Homestead
No. 0.24913. for Lot 1, Sec. t, T. 17 N.,
M
SWV4,
R. 9 E., SE14 SE4, See. 33,
Kiino-29 F...
N
dj re,.,.,ul,l,.
of
notice
fllod
Meridian,
has
JJ. M. P.
Intention to make Final Tbree Year
land
to
the
P'oof, to establish claim
ebove described, before W. H. Willcox,
at his office at
V. S. Commissioner,
on the 6th day of October,
Kov. N.
1

1Ü

20

THome-stea-

d

Entry, No. Í4457, for WV4 of
Section 18 and W4 of Section 39, Township 1,7 N., Kange 3Í E., N. M. 1'. Meridian, bas filed notice of intention to
make
Three Year I'mKrf, to e'ab-llsclim A.to the land alrove dewcriV'ed,,
Wynne. U. S. Cmmissn-erbefore A.
at Wis office in Mosquero, N. M., .on

SE,

MrTMf: FOR IM'III.ICITIW
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
August 11, 1920.
NOTICE i hereby given that Elaut-erl- a
O. Vigil, oí Itueyeros, N. M
who,
on July 7th, 9913, made Homestead
ÍÜE53,
NVVi,
for.SE',4
Khi
No.
Entrv,
SWÍíí, See. 19 aw& .NE',4 NW1Í, Keation
B0, Township 21 N
.Range 31 ... N. M.
1'. Meridian, has fibid notice of intention
to make Final Three Year Prouf, to
establish claim to the bind above described, before Roister and Receiver
United State Land Office, at Clayton,
New Mexico, on the Tth day of October,

:W,

M.

NOTICIO Is hereby criven that Knrl.
quila Casado, of GHTÍejos, New Mex
ico, wno, on not. z, isiu, made Original
Homestead Kntry, No. 023206, and on
June 11, 1918, made Additional

N. M.

ii.

ri

NOTICF.

PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

U. S. Land Office at Clayton,
August 11, 1920.
NOTICE is hereby given that Manuel
Archuleta, of Roy, Mura Co., New Mexico, who en September 10th, 1918. made
Addl. aiomestea.il Entry, No. ...024256. for
NKU NE14, S'i NE',4. NSV'i
Nft'S, NK'i SV!4, Sec. 3, Lot 1,
tJ'4
J5EÍ4 NEV4. Section 4, Township 18 N.,
Range 25 h.. N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed, natice of intention to make Final
Three Year Proof, to establish claim to
the landV,.iubove described, before F. of-H.
S. Commissioner, at his
Foster,
fice at Hoy, N. M., on the 8th day of
October, 1930.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Ebell, Julian Sandoval. E.
Zaearia
J. H. Roy, Leandro Archuleta, all of
M.
Roy, N.
PAZ VALVERDE.
Register.

h

OctobeT.'18,

0

Service

Quality

ucea
Always at Shaya's Store
liUW a

U
U
i

We are prepared to meet your requirements.
Bargains on the following:
Ladies, Gents and Childrens Shoesodd sizes
Values up 1a:$8. now from $2.50 4o $4.75

R. P. SHAYA
COMPANY n

0A20.

-

Claimant names as witnesses:
AliiriiM'in AlMrtineie nf 1.AaiitiirA
V
"M.; Abntn Casados. Pablo Palz. Ese
quiel Lejlua, all of Oallepos. N. M.
PAZ VAMTERDE,
ltegiste-r-

Notice of Mortgage Sale
Notice is hereby eiven that In Cause
No. 2642 on the Civil Docket of the
District Court of Mora County in the
State of New Mexico, wherein J. it.
Jameson is the Plaintiff, and Eugene
J. II. Koy and Edith E. Koy. his wife.
are the Defendants, which is a suit for
the foreclosure ot a certain mortsaiie
unon the lands and nremlses hjivin- after described, and in which said ca jSo
final uec.ve and Judgment was rendered on the 2!lth day of June, A. D. 1920.
in said county in favor of the Plaintiff
as follows:
For the sum of One Thousand 'lne
Hundred and Eighty-on- e
and
981.08) Dollars, together with interest thereon at the rate of ten
cent per annum from the 17th day of
Alaren, A. u. iH2o until paid: and ror
the costs of this suit, Including costs
and expenses of this sale.
The amount of said Judgment with
Interest (exclusive of costs and the
expenses of this sale) ns provided1 for
in said decree on the 6th day of October, A. D. 1920, the date of the sale
Two
hereinafter mentioned, Is
and
Thousand Seventy-on- e
Dollars.
The undersigned was by virtue of
said decree appointed Special Master to
sell 'the following described property
to pay the above mentioned sum, to- .wit:
The NE4 of the NE4 of Sec. 28; the
of the
KM of the S W Vt and the SE
SWÜ. and the SEVi of Sec. 21, all in
Township 21, North of Range 26, East
of the New Mexico Principal Meridian,
In Mora County, Now Mexico.
Together with all and singular the
lands, tenements, hereditaments and
appurtenances thereunto belonging or
in any wise appertaining, ana me reversion and reversions, remainder and
remainders, rents, Issues and profits
thereof, or so much thereof as may be
sufficient to realize the amount o due
to the said Plaintiff as hereinabove
stated, including the fees, disburse
ments and commissions of sale herein
mentioned.
NOW, THEREFORE, the undersigned
will, on the 6th dav of October. A. D.
1920, at the front door of the offl-- e of
the Bank of Koy, in the Town of Key,
County of Mora and State of New Mexico, at the hour of ten o'clock In the
forenoon of said day, offer for sal! and
sell the above descr'btd real estate and
premises to pay and discharge said
judgment and all costs of said suit, nt:d
such costs as have actually accrutd
and to accrue, to, the highest and best
bidder for cash.
The terms and conditions of this sale
are: The purchase price of Bald sale
shall be paid In cash.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I hi'.ve
hereunto set my hand and seal this
2nd day cf September, A. P. 1920.
K. H. BK.vn,':Y.
Special Master.
0

ir

in any building

Our only

reccommenda-tiott- s

is our satisfied customers.

Ray B. Carr, Roy, N. M.
3

CITY MEAT MARKET
Dealers m all kinds of Fresh and Cured Meats
We solicit a portio" of your patronage
ROY

MrTH E FOR IM IIMCATIOX
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
U. K. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
August 11, 1920.
Jose C.
NOTICE Is hereby given that Mexico,
M'lestiM- - of Rov, Mora Co., New
who; on'Augus't 17th. 1914, .node Home-r-tea- dn
Entry, No. 016S1C. for SMi.fcec-tio31, Township 21 N., Uansre 2 h..
N M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
e;ir
Intention to make Final Three
l'roof, to establish claim toH. the land
above described, before Foffice atos'er,
Roy,
at his
XT, s. Commissioner,
N. M on the l)th day of October, 1920.
witnesses:
Claimant name as
Trinidad McGrath, Juan Jose fruí 1.0.
Otto Lohstroh, Adolfo Montoya, all of
VALVERDE,
Register.

VOTICFÉ FOR llKM"TIOV
NT ' V THE INTERIOR
(. lnvtw
U. 8. Land Office at
.Vnuus'i
,
k.1v
hereby
'i O.
NOTICE Is
1
"
C. Anderson, of Gallegos, lv M
,1
Homestead
June 25, 1917. made
ot
;
No. 025164, for N E 'Í and Sr.1.;
'
tion 30. Twp. 17 N",,ji:',".
,.
r
has
M. P. Meridian,
e.n
'three
tentlon to make Final
to the land
Proof, to establish claim
V
A. A.
above described, before
9
"
at h
B. Commissioner
day
of
11th
on
M.,
the
quero, N.

PE PA HTM

'

becia1irm?nt names

as ,wl'nessis:Kf,,,er

KjeUer,
William A. Rockwell,
Joseph H.
Gallegos,
í.'a of
VALVERDE,
.Tames M. Keiser

-

Register.

highest bidder, but at not less than
$.76 per acre, at 10 o'clock A. M.,
on the 14th day of October 19'.'0,
next, at this office, the following

tract

of land; NK NE Sec. 26, T.17
N, R 30 E. N.M.t'.M.
The sale will not be kept open, but
will be declared closed when those

present at the hour named have ceased bidding.
The person making the
highest bid will be required to immediately pay to the Receiver the
amount thereof.
Any persons claiming adversely the
land are advised to
file their claims, or objections, on or
before the time designated for sale.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.
above-describ-

JVOTK'K FOR IM IIMCATIO
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N.
.
August 11, 1920.
NOTICE, is hereby given that Donaido
Quintana, of Sablnoso, N. M.. who. on
January 17, 1916, made Homestead
Entry, Serial No. 021515, for SWÍ4

SW,

Sec. 30; W

NW4, Wtt

SW14.

SEi SWÜ and W(i SE'i, Section 31,
Township 17 N.. Range 2a E N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make Three Year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before F. H. Foster, V. S. Commissioner,
at Roy, N. M., cn the 12th day of October. 1.H20.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Cipr'ano Lujan,
Vísente F. Baca,
Juan Jose Zamora, Bonifacio Lobato, all
of Sablnoso, K. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

NOTICE FOR PI lll,ICTI(
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
U. S. Land Office at Clavton. N. M.
AtiKUSt

NOTICE

1

1. 1920.

M.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Aug,18th, 1920
Notice is hereby that Georg-- W.
Reherd, of Mills, Mora County. N.M.
who, on October, 26th, 1915, made
Homestead Entry, No. 021075, for NW"
SWi- - NVVJ, Section 33, Twp.
22 N.,R.25 E. N.M P.M., has filed notice of intention to make Final Three
Year, Proof, to etillsh claim to the
land abov-- described, before F.H.Fos-'er- ,
VJ.S Commissioner, at his offi e
at Roy New Mex. o.i the 12th day of
October 1920
Claimant names as witnesses:
Ed Bat'tmess, Charles Case.Grover
Till, all of Mills, New Mex.and Chas.
"Veatherill, of Rov, New Mex.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.
OF PENDENCY OF ACTION
To all unknown claimants of interests in the premises adverse to the

ants:

Hegistier.

tH

Au'.horized Sale.
NOTICE is hereby given that, as
directed by the Commissioner of the
General Land office, under provisions
of Sec. 2455, R. S., pursuant to the
application of J. I. Mcintosh, David N.
Méx., Serial No. 026834,
we will offer at public sale, to the

plaintiff (premises being the land and
real estate hereinafter described and
described in the complaint), defend

yLVERDE,

"'e

"C" of

NOTICE

FOSTER BLOCK

Moa-cuer-

S

Department of the Interior
at Clayton, N. M.,

U. S. Land Office
August 23, 192(j;

Kep-lster-

line, Frame, Brick, Adobe or Concrete.

28--

Public Land Sale

.

We are prepare! to meet your requirements

Phone

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

is hereby given that Jame
Keiser, of Galléeos, N. M., who, on
December 14, 19H', mado Homestead
Entry, No. 023417, for N',, Section 29,
Township 17 N., Knnse 32 E., N. M. P.
Meridian, hns filed notice of intention
to make Firal Three Year Praof, to
cf'tntilish claim to the lani above described, liefore A. A. Wynne P. S. Commissioner,
in Mosquero, N.
can drive M., on the at8thhUdayoffice
Your wife or daurV.i-of October. 1920.
names
Claimant
1th
ns
less
witnesses:
FOUIv
exer
OVERLAND
an
William A. Rockwell, Joseph II. Antion and more safety than any car derson, Lewie C. Anderson. Taylor Ii
Smith,
all of Galleaos, N. M.
buy
to
one
built. Make arrangements
PAZ VALVERDE,
from Busey.

'

Claimant names as witnesses: IgnaJose Garfia, Moisés Vlalpanido,
cio Garcia, Francisco Garcia, all oí

N. M.

Tom Bowman of Solano was in Roy
Sunday witnessing the Roy, Mosquero Mills ball games.

O

ROY

Foster Block

Al--

Vy.

Dr. J. A. Stevens, the veterinarian, spent several days last week at
Maxwell, but is back in Roy again at
his profession.

.

i

We are payktg top notch, market prices for
Eggs. Bring yours here. You are always
welcome,
,

1920.

N. M.

(advertisement)

H. Koy and Edith )
i1.. Koy, nis wile, uelenu- - )
ants.
)

A new home.

SDTK'H FOR I'l'III.ICATIOY
of the luteriur
V.. Ü. Laud tMlce at Clayton, N. M.,

N. M.

Eugene

Mr. Iuasnick

Meri-alia-

The Republican friends of B.
who live in the vicinity of Wagon Mound, Levy,
Optimo and Nolan, announce his
candidacy for nomination on the
Republican ticket for County Com
missoiner for the third district
of Mora County.
M. Harrison,

tbove-descrlbe-

ReyisU-r- .

If

Announcement

Emerson, Sanders tractor
plows, tandom disc harrows, Fair,
Oliver,

Deep Well
banks Morse,
Pumps; Self Oiling Windmills; Well
Casing; Winona Farm Wagons, Beds:
Cream Cans, Iowa Cream Sparators;
Galvinized Boiler Tubs and Pails; We
can save you money on Auto and trac
"Z-typ- e"

tor Oils

TIN SHOP!
Baum Bro's Roy, N.M

íl.

A

You and each of you are herebv
notified that a suit has been commenced and is now pending acainst
you in the District Court of the
Fourth Judicial District of the Stats
of New Mexico within and for the
County of Mora, No. 2739 on the Civil
Docket of said Court, wherein Webb
Kidd is plaintiff and you are the defendants; that the general objects of
said action are to quiet title in the
name of the plaintiff to the land and
premises situated in the counties of
Mora and San Miguel, and State of
New Mexico, described in the complaint as follows, t:
NW
of SWV. and S
of the
SW14 of Section 5, the NW4 of the
NWV of Section 8, all in Township
18 North, Range 25 East; the SEVi
of the NW
and the NE4 of the
SWV and the S
of the SW
of
Section 13, the N
of the NW
of
Section 24; the EV2 of the NEVi of
Section 23, all in Township 18 North,
Range 24 East, N. M. P. M.
That unless you enter or cause to
be entered your appearance in said
action on or before the 4th day tif
October, 1920, judgment will be
d
in said cause against you by default. Plaintiff's attorney is Chas.
W. C. Ward, E. Las Vegas, N. M.
FABIAN CHAVEZ.
Clerk of the District Court,
By LUIS PACHECO, Deputy.
(Official Seal.)
to-wi-

''Ml
HART-PAR-

R

15-3- 0

6 plow Tractor
Amble Power, Econnmy of Fuel
Simplicity of Operation

Ease of Adjustment
Adaptability to all draw-ba- r
Durability of Construction.

and belt work

rer.i."-ere-

.

ANDERSON BROS. Agents

1

THE

FOREIGN

I2E17S TO DATE

Japanese foreign commerce during
August resulted in an excess of exports
over Imports, according to official statistics.
Armed
and masked men attacked
four police officers at Tullow, Ireland.
Two of the constables were shot dead
CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK OF and
another seriously wounded.
WIRES ROUND ABOUT
The Polish armies of the northeastern front delivered a series of successTHE WORLD.
ful attacks upon the Russians nnd took
3,000 prisoners, four guns and two
armored trains.
DURING THE PAST WEEK Advices from West Siberia
the formation of a peasant republic in the Altai region, with a voir
RECORD OF IMPORTANT EVENTS council composed of the military chiefs
and three civilians.
CONDEN8ED FOR BUSY
The French police have begun a
PEOPLE.
thorough Investigation into the death
Vfeetera Newspaper I'nloa News Service.

WESTERN
Alson B. Cole and Vincent Crammer
condemned Nebraska murderers, have
been reprieved by Governor McKelvle
until Nov. 12 lu order to allow time
for disposal of application! which
were filed In Federal Court. Cole has
received fourteen reprieves and Cram
mer twelve.
Alleged to have absconded with dla
inonds worth $15,000 while clerk In a
New York hotel, William Riddle, alias
Martin, alias Spahn, has been lodged
in the city jail In Los Angeles. Hid
die, who married Elsie Smith Aug. 30,
Is also held on charges of violating
the Mann act.
Eighty pupils in the printing class
at the Central High school at St. Louis
went on "strike" because a
man was appointed Instructor, a posi
tion formerly held by a union printer.
The board of education recently ruled
that no one connected with organized
labor would be employed In the public
schools.
Mrs. Luze Corral de Villa, wife of
Francisco Villa, who has resided In
San Antonio, Texas, four years, has
departed for Tarral, Mexico, to join
her husband. There were twenty
others in Mrs. Villa's party.
The
Villas will be established on the Ha
clenda del Canutilo, one of the
ranches set aside for demobilized
non-unio- n

Villlstas.
With his brother in the engine cab a
witness to the accident, Jess Q. Sims,
42 years old, a drayman, was ground
to pieces at Marshalltown, la., when
struck by a Minneapolis & St. Louis
train In the local yards. It is believed
Sims intended to board the pilot of the
locomotive in order to see his brother,
Walter, who was fireman on the en
gine.

Utah, forty-firs- t
state in population
ten years ago, and the 1920 population
of which was announced by the census
bureau as 449,446, has shown the hirg
est percentago of growth of any state
thus far announced in the fourteentl
census. Its rate of growth, 20.4 per
cent, was almost as large as that for
the decade ending with 1910, but its
numerical increase was exceeded in
decade.

The hunters and trappers made away
with 534 predatory animals in Utah In
July, hunters report, after receiving of
ficial reports from the state. This fig
ure only includes the known bagged
game, the poisoned animals and those
dying from gunshot wounds ; those not
found, of course, not being Included
Thero were 3 bears, 35 wildcats, 210
coyotes, 67 badgers, 1 fox, 1 skunk, 210
porcupines.

WASHINGTON
recruiting again broke all
records In August, accord
ing to a statement by Adjutant General Harris, showing 19,242 enlistments
for the month. July enlistments were
Army

peace-tim- e

15,821.

President Wilson, in a telegram to
representatives of the anthracite mine
workers In Pennsylvania, refused to
grant their request to reconvene the
Joint icala committee of operators and
miners for the purpose of considering
a new wage award.
An ultimate settlement of the pe
controversy between the
trole urn
Mexican and United States govern
ment satisfactory to both countries Is
expected by Dr. A. Torre Diaz, recent
ly appointed Mexican minister to Bra
Ell, now in Washington on his way to
his new post.
Declaring that it was not their intention to fight union labor, but to
"stop union domination" of their
plants,-seveof the largest shipbuilding plants and ship repair plants of
Mobile have announced an "open shop"
policy. The company officials in a
public notice announced that all union
men In their employ desiring to remain
would be kept at work.
An Injunction restraining the shipping board from foreclosing a $5,000,-00mortgage on the plant of the Pusey
& Jones Co.,
Wilmington, Del., was
granted by Justice Siddons In the District of Columbia Supreme Court. The
action was designed to give the company opportunity to file suit against
the board with the Court of Claims in
connection with counter claims arising
out of the commandeering of the plant
by the government at the outbreak of
the war.
George Whitney of J. P. Morgan &
Co., New York, told examiners of the
interstate commerce commission at
Washington, that his company made
less than V of 1 per cent. for floating
a recent $25,000,000 bond issue for the
New York Central railroad.
Reports of a virtual settlement of
the Tacna Arica dispute between Chili
nnd Peru has been confirmed
at
Washington, although the situation
lias been closely watched since President Wilson suggested that the. two
countries seek to end it by direct ne- 0

arotlatlnng.

LANDSLIDE HITS

LATE

MARKET

III PARAGRAPHS

that

SPANISH-AMERICA-

D.&RJ5.

QUOTATIONS
MOUNTAINSIDE
SPEEDING

Western Newspaper Union Newt Service.
DENVER LIVE STOCK.

h

e

Halt-may-

A

...... .

$14.00014.51

.Uli

.61

Mutter. '

.

first grade
Creamery, second grade
Process butter
Packing stock
Oreatmerjr,

69
52

60

$51

42

Hatter
Direct

Station

58

.
,

HILL

SLIDES

$2.2504.01

Cantaloupes, standard crts... 1.602.71
1.25 tj) 1.7!
Cantaloupes, pony crates
2.0002.21
Peaches, Colo., crate

Pears,
Pears,

box
Colo., bu.

Raspberries
Watermelons

2.0U(4.U(
2.75 03.01

basket

3.7504.2!
:i.0v

4

3 )(

VcgetiiMrs.
Asparagus, lb
Beans, navy, cwt
Beans, Pinto, cwt
Beans, Lima, lb
Beans, green, lb.
Beans, wax, lb
Beets, Colo., don. bunches
Beets, cwt
Cabbage, Colo., cwt
Cairots, cwt
H. H. Cucumbers, doz..
Celery, Colo
Corn, Colorado, doz
Leaf lettuce, h. h.. doz...
Lettuce, head, doz
Onions, Colo., cwt
Green peas, lb
Peppers '
Potatoes, new
Kadishes, long h. h
Radishes, round h. h
Rhubarb, lb

SDinach

Tomatoes, Colo., lb
Turnips, cwt

$

.15?

8.500
6.000

.220
.070
.060

.300
3.000
4.000
.60

.300

.400

.900
2.500

.20
9.00
6.75
.25
.08
.08
.40
4.00
1.00
6.00
.75
.75
.40
.50
1.00

CARRIED

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

Grnnd Junction, Colo., Sept. 13.
George
engineer;
L... lliirdenlmrg,
Citarles N. Sihweiiiiniiin, fireman, and
two unidentified men who were "beat-lutheir way," were killed, and Itussell linger, 'Si years old, of Dayton, O.,
who also was "beating his way," was
Injured fatally when Denver & ltio

Grande passenger train No. 1, west
bound, was struck and wrecked by nn
Immense landslide which crushed down
Nigger hill near DeBuque, forty-twmiles east of here.
The train was going nt full speed
when the slide struck It, turning over
the engine and derailing the mail and
baggage cars.
Scores of passengers were badly
shaken up and bruised, hut none was
injured seriously. Clerks in the mall
and baggage cars received the most
painful of the minor injuries reo

.100

.12
.10
.15
2.25 0 2.65
.20ni .30
.200 .30
.03 0 .04
.04
.05
.07

.' .60

4.U0

-

Metnl Market.
COLORADO SETTLEMENT PRICES.
$ 99
Bar silver (United tSates)
7.85
Zinc
19
Copper
9.00
Lead
CASH GRAIN.
No. 2 red. $2.583
z.bsft; iNo. a tiara, j.ovttfz.bY ft; No,
northern spring, J2.52V4.
Corn No. 2 mixed, il.44 i1.44tt; No
CHICAGO

Wheat

i yenow, $l.4t(8i.itt.
Oats No. 2 white. 66i467Wc:
65 U
67c.
t white.
Kye NO. 2, il.95riyi.87.
Rarley $1.0301.12.
Timothy Seed $4.007.50.
Clover Seed $22.00027.00.
Pork Nominal.
Lard $19.20.
Ribs $15.76018.75.

No

adian Forces" was selected as the
name of the organization.
Statistics compiled by the head of
the automobile squadron of the Chica
go police department show that 3,309
automobiles, valued at $4,000,000, have
POTATO MARKET.
been stolen In Chicago In the first
Chicago. Potatoes Steadv. .Terse
eight months of the year. Of this Cobblers, $2.8002.90;
Idaho Rurals
$2.8002.90;
Minnesota Early Ohios
number only 938 have beea recovered.
a mag dc

Me.- -" I suffered with
pains through my hip
ana sucn a Dear
"IIIIIIIIH'.ÜÜJIIIII
i n g down feeling that I could not
stand on my feet.
1 also had other distressing symptoms.
y,
.
' lili At times I had to
give up work. I
tried a number of
remedies but Lydia

Harrington,

Nara Visa, New Mexico, will hold
a eouutry fair Sept. 24 and 25.
County Farm Agent II. P. Powers
of Gallup, New Mexico, has announced
that the McKlnley County Fair will be
held this year on Oct. 1, 2 and 3,
which come on Friday,' Saturday and
E. Pinkham's VegeSunday.
table Compound aid
A carload of mining machinery If
me more good than
now being hauled to the Barney Ca
anvthinz else. Iam
bullero' mines near Ilillshoro, New regular, do not suffer the pains I used
Mexico, nnd will be used to develop to, keep house and do all my work. I
tliu properties In the Ready Pay gulch recommend your medicine to all who
guftei as I did and you may use my let-t- ei
i
Sierra county parties have a
as you like. "Mrs. Minnie Mitchlease on these properties.

Ehr-enbur-

teu-yea-

miners of Hit
southwest-arreturning to the town
of Scholle in Valencia county, New
Mexico, where several of the old
mines are being opened up. Severnl
of these claims are now being worked
and some splendid ore has been
shipped to the smelters.
At the first annual meeting of the
Arizona Automotive Dealers' Associa
tion, at Nogales, Donald Dunbar ol
Phoenix, Ariz., was elected president
N. B. Mercer of Nogales, vice president ; G. K. Goyett of Tucson, treas
urer. The meeting was attended by
fifty delegates. A permanent organi
zation was effected,
The
Ruby Silver Min
lug Company, whose valuable proper
ties are located a few miles northeast
New Mexico, In tht
of Lordshurg,
Gold Hill region, has been reorgan
ized under a declaration of trust, with
an authorized capital stock of .r()0,00f.
shares of the par value of one dollar
each.
boys,
Arrest of two
Albert Driscoll
and George Herrich,
was followed, say the Phoenix police,
by recovery of more than $1,000 worth
of stolen properly of great variety,
taken in a series of burglaries. Fifteen residences, a lumber company'
establishment and a bicycle shop were
among the places entered, the officers
said.
Resolutions adopted by the Douglas
Chamber of Commerce and mines ut
Douglas, Ariz., cull upon President
Wilson and Secretary of Slate Colby
to extend recognition of the United
States government to the present national government in Mexico, which
has, the resolutions stated, "in a
short time restored that country to a
condition of peace and tranquillity."
A report of the Arizona Legislature
on the thirtieth annual conference of
commissioners on uniiorni state laws,
held at St. Louis Aug. 18 to 24, is
being prepared by the Arizona state
librarian, Con P. Cronln, who has just
retitrned from the conference. Cronln
said he would prepare for presenta
tion to the Legislature certain bills
based on the deliberations of the conference.
J. F. McCammond, superintendent
of the Magda Mining Company, for
merly known as the Hardscrahble
holdings, near Magdalena,
w Mex
ico, reports a big strike about H(MJ
feet below the old workings.
The
stope and Is
vein Is a fourteen-foo- t
very rich, assaying twenty-fivounces
of silver, four and one-haper cent
copper and six per cent lead.
The sun shone 3G7 hours out of n
possible 414 in the month of August
at Phoenix, according to a weather
bureau announcement, which added
that the prolonged cool weather of
the last week of August was unique,
although
temperatures had
lower
in previous Augusts.
occurred
The
month, as a whole, was two and a half
degrees cooler than the average of
past years, It was added.
Work on the Las Vegas-Morroad
has started, the work being begun on
the Mora end of the road. Work on
the complete highway will cost New
Mexico over $330,000, or about $10,000
per mile.
Dispatches
received nt Roswell,
anNew Mexico, from Washington
nounce that the secretary of agriMany of the

old-tim- e

Me.
ell, Harrington,
many women

who suffer as
There are
Mrs. Mitchell didandwhoare being benefited by this great medicine every day.
It has helped thousands of women who
have been troubled with displacements,
inflammation, ulceration, irregularities,
periodic pains, backache, that bearing
down feeling, indigestion, and nervous

prostration.

Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound contains no narcotics or harmful
drugs.
It is made from extracts of
roots and herbs and is a safe medium
for women. If you need special advics
write Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co.
(confidential), Lynn, Mass.

TOO

well-know-

LATE

.

fifteen-year-ol-

Death only a matter of short time.
Don't wait until pains and aches
become incurable diseases. Avoid
painful consequences by taking,

d

e

GOLD MEDAL

Tb world's standard ramtdy for kidnsy,
livsr, bladdsr and uric acid troubles tha
National Remedy of Holland eince 1698.
Guaranteed. Three sizes, all druggists.
Leek fee the acme Cold Medal oa every has
ad aecept ne imitatloa

Quickly
Conquers
Constipation
Don't let constipation poison your blood
ana curtail your energy.
If your liver and bowels

carter's

gJ'g
Tittle

and your

IIPILILS

contworkorop.

trouDie win
cease. For dizziness, lack of appetite,
headache and blotchy skin nothing
can equal them. Purely vegetable-Sma-ll
Pill Small Dose Small Price
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Keetoras Color and
JBeautT to Gray and Faded Hear
wo. nnd si.oo t drueirUU.
1

lf

HIND!RCORNS

Remores Onrni, Cal- louflei, eus., stops ell Pftin ensures comfurt to tue
feet, makes walking cany. l&c. by mail or at Drosx
Uta, MlaeoxClieiuicu Works. fatcUogue, .

I.

But Not Noiseless.

"I'm looking for a new car," snid
citizen with the
the prosperous-lookinred necktie.
"Well, you've come to thé right
place, sir," replied the automobile
g

dealer.
"Any new improvements

In

the late

models?".

"Oh, yes, sir. We are now Installing
Claim Polish Attack Reversed.
phonographs in all our cars."
London. An official Russian report
"For why?"
received In Berlin claims the occupa"Well, you see, sir, the noise pro
tion of newly fortified positions on
duced by the phonograph prevents you
the Bug river and the almost total dehearing the engine when It knocks!"
struction of the forces of General
Wrangel, the
leader,
Will Understand Later On.
says a wireless dispatch from Berlin.
Mother (sifter caller had gone)
The dispatch adds that the Poles have
culture has approved the expenditure Elsie, It was not nice of you to ask
retreated near
before a
of $30,000 of federal road funds for Miss Olderby her nge; she did not like
new liussiun offensive.
graveling the Ruidoso road beginning it at all.
Little Daughter Well, she asked
Rt the north, side of the Mescalero
Fiume Declared Independent.
Indian reservation. This news will be rne my age first un' I didn't get mad
Flume. Gabriele d'Aunuuzio
has f great interest to tourists and to about it.
proclaimed
Flume an independent he people of
the Pecos valley, as this
state. D'Annunzio declared he had re- s
Reduced to It.
one of the most Important outlets
ceived private news from Paris which
"I feel as limp as a rug."
to the entire valley.
forced him to declare Flume to be In"That Is because you have been torn
The Abo Pass Highway- Association
dependent and that he could not wait
by emotions."
In
hold
will
meeting
a
Enid,
Okla.,
until Sept. 12 as he had intended. The
Sept. 20 for the purpose of definitely
Flume national counc.ll has resigned.
Some men would pay bachelor tax
locating the road and marking the
rather than heeome benedicts.
French Loan Oversubscribed.
shortest route to the Pacific coast,
New York. The new $100,000,000
rills highway will connect with the
r
8 per cent French
and National Old
government loan was oversubscribed, Trails highways
at Magdalena,
but
and subscription books were closed In the route through New Mexico has
an hour, J. P. Morgan & Co., syndicate not yet been decided. The, associamanagers, anno.unced here. The books, tion meeting will be attended by delewere formally opened at 10 o'clock and gates from Kansas, Oklahoma, Texas
Mid New Mexico.
closed 'nt 11.
Sittings of the United States Dis
United States Needs Mexico Oil.
Court for Arizona has been antrict
Washington.
A peaceful and orBell-an-s
:
At Phoenix, first
derly Mexico would produce more oil nounced as follows
Hot
Monday In November ; at Tucson, first
than is now produced In the entire Monday
in December; at Prescott,
Sure Relief
world, according to a review of the
first Monday In October; at Globe,
Mexican petroleum industry Issued by
.ELL-ANfourth Monday in 'October.
the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
The enrollment at the Albuquerque
ÍZJf
FOR INDIGESTION
Commerce. With the oil supply of the
Indian school will number nearly 500
United States doomed to exhaustion
year. Over 100 Indian boys who
TUBERCULOSIS
and Great Britain annexing overseas ibis
have been in the Colorado beet 'fields A remarkable and tiualtlveiy reliable remedy
fields capalde of producing for 200 liave
In the treatment of TUBERCULOSIS prireturned to enter the school, marily:
Stomach, Liver, Kidney Disorders.
years, new emphasis is given the Im
vhlch has opened. Superintendent Offered public July 10, 1920. Write for literaportance to America of peace In Mex
Perry says that he will have the best ture. Brnat Wine of Tana Co.. Otay. Cal.
ico nnd full development of the Mexiootball team in the school's history.
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
can oil properties.
a

Mn-hni-

Chicago.

Drowns In Auto.
Ariz. A man believed by
the sheriff's office here to have been
Joseph Kroderlck, brother of Hugh
Townsend,
Mont., was
Broderick,
g
drowned In the Colorado river at
when he drove an automobile
from the shore out upon the ferryboat,
crossed the boat and plunged with the
car to the river bottom.
Phoenix,

were riding crashed through a railing
during a thunderstorm and fell twenty feet to the railroad tracks at Dobbs
Ferry.

EASTERN LIVE STOCK.
At Chicago.
CIMpacn. Cuttle All desirable heart
cattle strong to 25c higher; othen
steady to strong, many sales at $18.00
bulk good and choice, $16.00017.86; fal
grassy kinds strong, $13.60015.50
$9.00012.00; calves
ithers steady,
r.ñtfíilO 7R. otnnflv in VZn
nan.
ners strong, $4.004.75; bulls firm t
inaae nigner; uoioiiims ittrgeiy to.uuitf
.85; choice veal calves steady, $17.01
17.75; stockers and feeders, 25c higher western cattle scarce: market
steady to strong.
Hogs Mostly 25 35c higher, clos-nistrong, too. $16.50: built light anc
$15.50016.40; bulk sows
butchers,
$14.20014.60; pigs, 2540c higher
most desirable kinds, $14.60015.50.
Sheep Steady to 25c lower; killing
grades closing mostly 25c down; ni
choice lambs; top westerns, $14.00; toj
natives, $13.00: good and choice fa'
ewes largely jb.outgi o.ao; ieeaers closing strong; bulk CKfeeding lambs, $13.0(
(19
rn. voy, fia.uu.
.Í8
xo.uu,
C

Negro Shot by Mob.
Merldun, Miss. Will Echols, negro,
recently convicted of the murder of
Henry W. Davis, on aged night watchman nt a lumber plant, was taken
from jail at Quitman by a small party
of men, carried two miles Into the
country and shot to death. Echols was
sentenced to be banged, but his execution was stayed by an appeal to the
Mississippi Supreme Court.

Auto Falls, Killing Seven.
Tarrytown, Jí. Y. Seven persons
were killed and one seriously Injured
when an automobile in which they

2.7S

and Arizona

You Can Be Free from Pain
as I Am, if You Do a I Did.

('

OUT OF LINf
OVER 100 FEET WHEN DIRT
STRIKES IT.

TRACK

Man

Fruit.
ADDles. new. Colo., box

New Mexico

backache,

16

case

HEAR LIE

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

ÍII6GER

SICK VOLIEI!

From All Over

TRAIN

be-tw-

Eggs, strictly fresh,
count
Lou 2t, per doz.

Southwest

WARNING.

ported.
The part of Nigger hill which
slipped from Its bed and moved down
HAY AND GIIAIN.
Grnlii.
upon the train and truck Is oil shale.
O. The slide this morning was declared
Buying pilcos (bulk) carloads,
R Denver:
.$2.90 to be equal In 'size to the serious one
Corn, No. 3 yellow
2.8S of ten years ago which tied up traffic
Corn, No. 3 mixed
3. IK
Oats, per cwt
on the main line of the Denver & Uio
2.3C
Barley, per cwt
Grande for an extended period.
liny.
A geologist who was on the train de'....$29.0C
Timothy, No. 1, ton
28. 0C
Timothy, No. 2, ton
clared tonight that the movement of
28. 0C
South Park, No. 1, ton
26.0C the moiMitain was started by a gas exSouth Park, No. 2, ton
25. 0Í
Alfalfa, ton
plosion G,0O0sfeet under the Grand
23. 0C
Second Hottom, No. 1, ton
2,
river.
21.61
No.
ton
Bottom,
Second
10.0C
Straw
"An enormous mass of earth broke
off from the mountain about 400 feet
Dressed roultry.
above the track," he said, "and slid
The following prices on dressed
down on the right of way. The track
Ü. IS. Denver.
poultry are net
45
Turkeys, No. Is
was moved about 100 feet out of line.
40
Turkeys, old turas
There was very little rock in the mass,
36
Hens, lb
36
30
Ducks, young
but it will proliubly take two or three
25
Geese
427
i
days to remove the dirt.
23
it'io
Boosters
"In the meantime, and la protection
I, Ire Poultry.
of through travel, Denver & IUo
30
Turkeys, 1 lbs. or over....
Grande passengers are being detoured
24
Hens, lb
25
Ducklings
over the Union Pacific railroad
20 022
Costings
Denver nnd Salt Lake City.
38
36
Broilers, 1920 crop
Cocks

jMne men are dead and four are
ill in the hospital at Edgcwood
arsenal, at Baltimore, from drinking
a liquor, the principal Ingredient of
which was said to be wood alcohol.
Three men were killed at Clinton,
Ind., by a gas explosion In the Sub
marine mine while they were feeding
the mine mules about 200 feet from
the hoist. The bodies were recovered.
Seventeen mules were killed.
Rose Cntina, seven years old, was
sailing boats In a puddle along the
curb In Forty-nintstreet, New York,
when a big motor truck came along
and cut off both hands as they were
trailing in the gutter.
Evelyn Neshlt has been named de
fendant in a suit for $2,988 begun by
Frances & Co., Inc., dressmakers, for
merchandise alleged to have-beesold
between Oct. 1st and Oct. 31st, 1919.
Among the Items charged were gowns,
hats, wraps and capes.
F. R. Mefford, aged forty, of Grand
Rapids, Mich., and Guy Dickman, aged
twenty-five- ,
Willlamsport, Pa., were
killed at Wllkesbarre, Pa
when a
hydroaeroplane, piloted by Dickman,
In which Mefford waa
a passenger,
fell 500 feet.
Six persons were killed, an equal
number probably fatally injured and
many others more or less seriously hurt
in a street car accident near Fairmont,
W. Va.
Forty thousand dollars Including a
$10,000 bill and more than $20,000 In
jewelry was stolen in a
daylight robbery by two gunmen, who
beat riiilip S. Smith, wealthy merchant, Into insensibility In his office In
New York.
Street frontage Is so valuable In
Broad street at the Curb market in
New York, where the brokers take
your money by wiggling their fingers,
on the
window
that a four-panground floor of No. 29 rents for $8,000
a month. It Is paid by four concerns,
Nash & Co., Agostlne & Co., M.
and Joe Goldstein.
A thousand indictments charging
nearly 300 Camden county, Penn., sa
loon keepers with selling liquor with
out a license were retumed by a Camden county grand jury. City and
county detectives and police Immediately began arresting the indicted
men in ten motors hired for the purpose. For hours the Chancery court
was used as a temporary JaiL
National organization of Americans
who served in the armies of Great
Britain In the world war was perfected
by delegates attending the convention
of the veterans at St. Louis. "The
American Veterans of British and Can

ONTO

are exceptionally

h

GENERAL

SLIPS

PASSENGER

WITHOUT

Cuttle.
The quality of must of the offerings
Kood.
The scarcity
of supply has caused a considerable
Jump in prictig on the hotf market.
Trading u active in the sheep division.
A carload of choice steers, averutrlnu
1,324 pounds, from the Coke Roberd's
ranch at Hayden, Colo., were sold to
the Coffin Packing- and Provision
Company at 13, topping the market
This is the best price received for
steers in several months. Four car
loads of choice steers from the James
Whetstone ranch, at Hayden, Colo.,
of Olive Thomas, an American motion brought 111.25. $11, J10.60 and f 10.50.
of these cattle were Dur- Three
picture actress who" succumbed In chased loads
by the packers.
Two carloads
sold
of
steers
at $10.35 and two loads
poison
Paris to
taken, it is said, by
$8.75 and $3.35. A carload of cows
at
mistake.
sold at $8.60 and a small string at $8,
Hogs.
The son of Leon Tfotzky, war min
There Is a scarcity of hogs on this
ister of soviet Russia, was killed In market
and prices are fully 25 cents
front, higher. Five carloads of hogs sold at
the fighting on the Russo-Pollspackers
$16
to
and small killers. Two
according to a Central News dispntch
carloads brought $15.75. The bulk sold
from Cracow, Poland, crediting the at $15.75 to $16. A carload of choice
and fancy hogs from the Farmers'
Information to the Cracow Kinrjer.
Union
Elevator and SupWray, Colo., topped the
Five school children were killed and ply Company,
going
to the Coffin
$16.40,
market at
more than a dozen seriously injured Packing and Provision Company. This
Is the best price received for a load
at Paris when an aviator, doing trick of
hogs on the Denver market since
flying, crashed Into the MAnt Rouge the Stock Show last winter.
schoolyard.
The mechanic also was
Sheep.'
Prices are firm. A total of. 740
killed and the pilot was Injured. Four
sheep, averaging 71 pounds, sold at
of the children were cut to pieces by $13.25 flat, and 260 sheep of the sama
quality and price brought $13.25 flat.
the propellers.
These were shipped from Steamboat
A new journal, with a policy of open Springs, Colo. A total of 1,750 ewes,
111 pounds,
averaging
the same
opposition to the league of nations, place, brought $6.25, from
freight paid.
good
at $6 ta
in
demand
are
Ewes
attempt
will
publication in Geneva in
$6.60 for the choice kinds and $5.60 to
November, when the first meeting of $6
Choice
Iambi
varieties.
fair
for the
the league Is to be held at Geneva are quoted up to $13.50, freight paid,
$13
to
grades
at $12.60
plainer
The projected publication is sponsored with
Feeding lambs are quoted at $12 tc
by Intellectuals of various countries $12.50, with fair pxades at $11 to $11.75
Yearlings would bring up to $7.60 and
who are against the treaty of Ver wethers
$7 to $7.50.

sailles.
The Austrian Supreme Court has re
jected Hungary's demand for the extra
dition of communists wanted in con
nection with the Hungarian dictator
ship of Bela Kun. The court ruled that
the acts which the communists are al
leged to have committed were a part
of the legitimate discharge of their
governmental functions.
An order rendered at Toronto, Out.,
by Justice Middleton approves the ac
tion of R. Homer Smith, receiver for
the Mexican Northwestern Railway,
Limited, in filing a claim for $5,000,000
gold against the Mexican government
for alleged damages suffered by the
road during revolutionary disturb
anees. The claim was filed by the com
mission appointed by a decree of the
Mexican government In 1917. Smith
was appointed receiver for the road in
1014, In nn action by certain bondholders to enforce a mortgage.
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TO MEET FASHION
Beauty Is Sacrificed by Paris FRILLED
Women for Style.
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COLLAR

Lift Off

Corns I

No Pain!

Many Are Willing to Disfigure Fea
tures In Order to Follow Prevailing Mode.'

W

" 'I

AND

VEST

"FREEZONE"

Not long ago, states a Paris corre
spondent In Vogue, In one of the
crowded theaters of the boulevard, a
woman, sitting several
seats in front of me, bowed. "But
why should she Tspeak to me," I wondered; for it was no one that I knew.
Presently, however, wrapped In superb
sables, she left her chair, and when
she was quite close to me, I realized
with amazement that it was the glor
ious Martha, once famous for her daz
zling beauty and animation.
How appalling that any woman

I

'. Ai
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.

I i

fair-haire- d
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Doesn't hurt a bltl Drop a little.
"Freezone" on an aching corn, instantly;
that corn stops hurting, then shortly
you lift It right off with fingers. Truly I
Your druggist sells a tiny bottle ot
"Freezone" for a few cents, sufficient to
remove every hard corn, soft corn, or
corn between the toes, and the calluses,
without soreness or irritation.

should be willing to so disfigure herself in order to follow the mode I From
a perfect oval, her face had become so
elongated that her chin projected, and
there were perceptible hollows be
1 l'ollce routing a truck loud uf New York street cur strikers who were about to attack u street car. 2 Inneath her cheek bones. Since It Is
valided soldiers In Berlin taking part In a demonstration against further warfare. 3 Dr. L. S. Rowe (left),
Good Angels.
Charming vést and collar of frilled
the fashion to be thin, there are cer- embroidered cream net It will add
union, and John Barrett, whom he sueeeds.
new director of the
Good angels do not of necessity optain women who, although they pos- much to any
d
dress or
erate from a motive of helping certain
sess
beauty so rare that It should be
Individuals. Often they are moved by
suit
advantage of this complication and re flees famous for centuries were laid
considered a sacred charge, will bethe thing to be done more than they,
newed their attacks on the Poles, but In ruins. The great Carrara marble come
absorbed by this stupid craze to
to
are by the Idea of helping a person.
Inclined
or
the
slim
of
In
be
one
center
the
whether
with small success or utter failure. quarries are about
reduce their weight. This does not rounding curves.
This big, promising, panting world
General Budenny, it was reported, was shaken region, and It was reported
apply to one woman alone, for there
More than ever are women affecting needs help. In It lie untold possibilgathering large forces In the Prlpet that hundreds of workers were en- are eight or ten In every group who
got
Into
agencies
ornaments for the hair. It is even ities. Only a small fraction of its
marshes with which he Intended to tombed there. Relief
to day, and are cerpossible to wear diadems and ban- benefits are being received by men. So
operation quickly, and King Victor Em- change from dayImproved.
move .against either Lemberg or Lubtainly far from
of a sort of frosted passemen- the good angel helps. When It sees
manuel hurried to the scene to do what
deaux
lin.
of a
apparent
plumpness
Often
the
entirely of Imitation dia- men struggling to advance good angels
of
made
directing
the
he
the
could,
efforts
terie
Attempt of Communists to Run
woman
Is, In reality, the result of unIs thus they advance tea
Predictions that the Germans would rescuers, and feeding and consoling the wise selection of frocks. Too many monds. Even women who possess help, for It
most beautiful Jewels do not hesitate world. So, In proportion as you try to
Metal Industries of Italy
be unwilling or unable to disarm and survivors.
among those who would be considered to appear wearing one of these orna- benefit your fellow men you will be
Later in the week there were new
properly Intern the many thousands
Likely to Fail.
Irresistible fail to understand that they ments, with a result that Is truly sur- coming under the observation of good
of Russians who were forced across quakes, In the Emilia district, causcannot gown themselves In the same prising In Its effectiveness.
angels. iGrlt.
the East Prussian border have been ing further loss of lives and destruc- style
slender
exceptionally
as
their
for
search
the
may
because
be
property.
It
Several times lately large tion of
fulfilled.
friends. It Is merely a matter of res them through the old parts of Paris is
OUT bodies of these reds have recrossed
HOLD
MEN
TECHNICAL
nllzlng the proper and becoming Une, found to be amusing.
One has to
the frontier and attacked Polish poIn matters political the presidential
through
a crowded
way
one's
make
reThey were captured or
sitions.
candidates and the campaign fund Instreet full of delivery wagons, enter a
Lithuanians Open Hostilities Against pulsed, but Poland naturally Is peeved. vestigation had to share Interest last
up a stairShe has sent notes to the allied pow- week with some Important primaries. ATTRACTIVE FOR FALL WEAR workman's house, clamber
the Poles British Won't Release
where
pieces,
to
falling
is
case
that
comers, demanding that Germany be
The results of these were not satisIrish Hunger Strikers Destrucfinally one discovers the counter beChicago, 111. Thousands of reporta
of
warfare
rules
to
follow
pelled
the
factory to the upUoldera of President
tive Earthquake In Italy Dehind which a smiling shopkeeper dis- from people all over the U. S. who
keep these bolshevik forces in re- Wilson's draft of the league covenant,
and
velopments In Politics.
plays the marvels of her boxes. These have tested eatonlc, show the greatest
straint. The Poles allege that the en- for their opponents scored In three
creations made of Imitation stones are benefits are obtained by using it for a
tire Third bolshevik cavalry corps In states, widely separated.
New
In
copied exactly after the models of the few weeks, taking one or two tablets
By EDWARD J. PICKARD.
disbeen
neither
has
East Prussia
Hampshire United States Senator
great Jewelers, and everyone from the after each meal.
region
Industrial
In
rule
the
Soviet
armed nor interned and their horses Moses, who Is one of the "irreconcil
most fastidious duchess to the most
suddenEatonlc users know that It stops
of northern Italy came rather
have not been taken away from them. ables," was renominated by the Remodest bourgeoisie who longs to Im- Belching, Bloating, Heartburn, ana
ly, but It was not unexpected by those They say these troops are In a posi- publicans, having a majority of 12,000
itate her, has climbed the terrible Stomach Miseries quickly, but the
developments
were watching
who
tion to charge across the frontier over H. L. Spauldlng In a total vote
staircase to capture the head really lasting benefits are obtained by,
dark
there. The experiment of the workers whenever they wish. The ,Germans of 45.000.
Soauldlne advocated a
dress which will make her 'as fascinat- using eatonlc long enough to take the
Is of great interest, but the Indications
reply that they have Insufficient reichs-weh- r league with the Lodge reservations;
ing as Cleopatra or Catherine of Rus harmful excess acids and gases entireare that It will be a failure.
troops to guard so many reds.
what may have counted more, he was
sia.
ly out of the system. This requires a
Employers In the big metallurgical
The Independent Socialists of Ger- opposed to woman suffrage.
uncountry
Lenine
of
the
part
against
many
little time, for eatonlc takes up the
the
have
turned
of
that
works
Georgia's Democratic primaries reLATEST FASHIONS IN BRIEF excess acidity and poisons and carries
dertook to head off a threatened gen- regime In Russia, and In conference at sulted in the nomination of Thomas B.
J
!i
thera out of the body and of course,
eral strike for Increased wages by put- Berlin they declared against union Watson, former Populist, for United
Braiding Is Mors Popular; Angora when It Is all removed, the sufferer gets
ting a lockout Into effect. The Imme- with Moscow. Prof. Karl Ballod, one States senator. His opponents were
Used on Sport Hats; Butterfly
well, feels fine full of life and pep.
diate result was the seizure of the of their wisest leaders, who has been Senator Hoke Smith and Gov. Hugh.
Bustle Drapery Worn.
If you have been taking an eatonlc
plants" by the workers, Tfho put them In Russia for several hionths, told them Dorsey, the latter making the race as
now and then, be sure and take it reguunder the management of the soviets, the Russian soviet chiefs have failed an administration candidate and ac
Braldlnir Is becoming more nnd more larly for a time and obtain all of these
and are trying to operate them on com- to show that they can establish social-Is- ceptlng the league as submitted by
popular for all sorts of embroidery.
wonderful benefits. Please speak to
in their country and have proved President Wilson. Watson has been
munistic principles. The owners did
Imaginable your
fans
prettiest
of
the
One
adeffectIncapable
druggist about this, so that he can
of
and
technical
wholly
the
but
themselves
resist,
not
an open foe of the administration and
ostrich mounted on tell others that need this help. Adv.
Is the white
ministrative staffs unanimously re- ing an, économlc restoration of Rus- opposes the league In any form.
amber.
fused to join in with the others, and sia. He pictured the food, transportaA third test was In Wisconsin, where
A very chic design for a suit shows
Different Though.
consequently the latter are having a tion and industriál conditions there as the Republicans renominated Senator
mandarin embroidered coat worn
a
highThe agitator had talked long and
have
deplorable.
The Germans were
hard time in making good. They
Irvine L. Lenroot, a Lodge reservation
with a plaited skirt.
wildly. "I cannot be still," he sudno one capable of directing their ef- ly displeased with the
1st.
The satin frock with sheer chiffon denly bellowed. "The words that come
Trot-zkdriftI
are
by
Lenine
and
of
adopted
them
policies
and
thousands
forts,
Senator Brandegee was renominated
fancy
is
and
the
sash is a favorite
into my mouth are as numberless as
ing away and refusing to work at all.
by the Republicans of Connecticut, and
a charming one.
leaves on the trees."
the
In the plants that are running the
Demoby
Smith
the
Senator Marcus
It Is predicted that metallic trim
"Yes," agreed a weary listener as
waste Is said to be appalling.
Reports from southern Russia dur- crats of Arizona.
on
evidence
the
in
much
ming is to be
he arose, "but they re different In one
So far the communists have genering the week were contradictory. One
new fall blonses.
way. It doesn't take much of a bree-- "
ally refrained from violence Indeed, day there would be a story of the deAngora will be much used on fall to start them flying."
digging by the senatorial
Persistent
for
it feat of Baron Wrangel's forces, and committee on campaign funds brought
there has been no occasion
models of snort hats of the better
Therefore the government has declined the next dqy dispatches telling of vic- out facts favorable to both sides.
tvne. while clre satin In all colors Is
to Interfere, trusting that the employtories over the reds. At this time the Among the witnesses heard was Harry
again returning to favor.
ers and men will finally adjust their latest report Is that Wrangel's troops M. Blair, assistant to Republican
The soft flowing artist's tie bow,
differences.
The government of Italy had surrounded the bolshevlkl at Kach-ovk- a
placed on a draped turban, with the
Upham, and the author of
Treasurer
Is In a more precarious position than
and that a fierce battle was In the now famous "Form 101" plan for
loose ends hanging down and touchany other of the great powers and progress with the bridge over thq larger cities. He said that he bad 250
ing the left shoulder, Is today the
Name "Bayer" on Genuina
"
''
a
laDor-lteI
cannot afford to antagonize the
Dnieper river as the Immediate prize. copies of this circular made, locked
most striking small hat trimming.
and communists. If the soviet The town Is of great strategic value. most of thera In a safe, but took sevThe butterfly bustle drapery Is
movement spreads to other industries The Russians are using most of their eral to New York, where his idea ot
pretty for evening wear, but with a
and Interferes with the public services reserves In combating Wrangel. The raising the limit of subscriptions was
persistency which is astonishing
and the provisioning of the people, Polish general staff has declined to rejected by the Republican committee.
women generally have declared for the
Premier Glollttl may be forced to In- undertake a joint offensive against the Consequently the circular was never
Casaque blouse of blue and black straight frock, which Is always gracetervene. In order to meet that eventreds In combination with Wrangel, issued, but Mr. Blair admitted some Kumsl-Kums- a
worn with plaited skirts ful, comfortable and usually easy to
uality, It Is said, the employees of the pointing out that peace negotiations
wear.
copies might have got out and thus of pussy willow satin.
communlzed automobile factories at at Riga are Imminent and that the alDud
Oox.
Mr.
come into the hands of
Turin are building armored cars and lied attitude prevents the renewing of ley S. Blossom of Cleveland gave evitanks, and the airplane makers at the campaign unless the soviet gov- dence In support of the Cox charge
Brescia are mounting on planes a num- ernment refuses equitable terms.
that special quotas were fixed for the
"Bayer Tablets of Aspirin" Is genu
ber of machine guns that were secretcities, admitting that the Clevelarger
Ine Aspirin proved safe by millioni
ly removed from the arsenal at VenAt this writing Terence MacSwIney, land quota was $400,000, and that he Accessory Worn With Tallleur, Quits dye
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MILLS TO INCORPOOAIE
Stanley Miller and family of Mishas madto all the. necessary
Mill
the
at
visiting
iting at the Towers and Blunk homes souri, who have been
arrangements
ta. incorporate, and the
east of Roy. Mrs. Kimes is a sister Sam Ratcliff e heme for the past two
in the hands of the
is
now
petition
home
of the late S. B. Towers who passed weeks, returned to the Missouri
County Commissioners for their acago.
Sunday.
years
away a few
tion, and will no, doubt Hat taken eare
of during thft present session of the
The incorCounty Commissioners:.
poration will! include a, territory three
miles square, and will contain about
250 or 30ft population.. We want to
commend Mills for this action, for
they will receive many benefits that
are not theirs under their present
form of government.
Mrs. McKimes of Tucumcari is vis-
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gone to the river to fish, just two
weeks after the drowning occurred at
Colorada City. Mr. Jones was an ex
pert swimmer and lost his lite while
trying to swim the river during one of
its large rises. The body was in a
bad state of decomposition. The
body was shipped to his old home in
Alabama, a brother having come to
Erante to identify it.
Veltcr was well known in Roy and
Vp.IT liked by all who knew him, he
hav'ng worked for a year in the Roy

S.

purchased the

J. G. Gambrel has
You wont be able to get
property near 'the city jail
Folletón
...
.,,1
Peaches any cheaper than our
nu no if frw "
i win remoutu
price of $5.55 a bushel basket. residence for the present. His
will,
family
and
Coldiron,
Leave your order atFloersheim's law, Taylor
-

.1

ci

1

5!

it- -

son-in-

live in the property.

Eleven Years' Performance
Proves OilPull Dependability

ft J:A

years ago the first Rumely OilPull tractors
on the market. They were the industry s
pioneers and went into the great unbroken prairies of
the
the Northwest and Canada. They went up against
tested
toughest conditions of soil and climate that everwill
tell
a tractor. And they "made good" their owners
you that.
Many thousands of OilPulls have followed .those pioup a
neers, and in these eleven years the OilPull has built
that
operation
record of continuous, reliable, economical
fact,
the
In
history.
tractor
pages
of
is unequalled in the
One
first OilPulls .built are still on the job Old Number
Nine m
in South Dakota, Number Six and Number
Kansas, and many others year after year of continuous service and still good for many years more.
kind
So the OilPull has built a remarkable record for the
test
years
Eleven
owner.
its
to
deliver
will
it
of service
tías
and
design
OilPull
of
has proved the correctness
every OilPu.1
m
service
is
dependable
of
assurance
same
you buy no matter the size. Today the OilPull ia mads
to
in sizes to fit every need-fr- om
every one is backed by a written guarantee
and 0 H. P.
0
Let us tell you more about this famous
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These Fail suits for men
and young men are finished
with a care and skill that
only die best hand tailoring
can accomplish. Excellence
in fabric, workmanship, fit
and finish are vitally important if a man would look his
best at all times. These suits
embody ail these essentials
and arc priced at reasonable
figures. We invite you to
inspect them.
rv
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oJ-burn-

oil-cool- ed

tractor.

Anderson Machine Wks

In appreciation of your past
patronage and with a desire for
vour future good will, we cordially invite the people of Roy and
vicinity to attend a reception in
Monday
the Foster building,
evening (8:20 to 11:30 P.M.)
September 20th.

PAXT ON
Gro eery

H

21x2

IS NOW IN TEE MARKET FOR YOUR
WHEAT and BEANS
See me before you con-

A. S. Hanson and family moved to
Insst. wpek. where thev will
make their future home. Mr. Han
son is manager of the Springer Trad
Com
ing Co. and the Roy Tra-liupany, 'but he finds that his time is
needed more at Springer than Roy,
hence his change in location.

Free Baths,
Steam Heated,
Cold
Water in Rooms
Eot and
A quiet, homelike Hotel
one block from the
Depot, in the
Main Business District

election for
Tuesday
and the Republicans carried the
state by a majority of 05,000" or
more. The Republicans arc elat-c- n
over the victory b;t the Dem
ocrats still feel confident and
expect a sweeping victory in
November.
Maine held her

Tourists and

Land-Seeke- rs

Will find this the right place.

officers last

extra good prices on
Maxwells, the
the new
on the Mesa.
car
neatest little
We have

1920

Let us convince
write

Call

you.

or

The Pioneer
Garage

Tuesday Sept. 21st. the J. B.
See Me For
Proctor sajf. Where? 1G miles Germ-FreBlackleg Aggression
north of Roy . This is a big sale Dr. J. A. Stevens, I). V. M.
and you should be there.
Graduaté Veterinarian

4

Sale; when? Sept..
next,
Thursday.
Sale starts
23rd.
A new Chevrolet Car and a fine 10.30.A.M. sharp.
player piano will be sold at the
Jones Turner sale 2 miles N. W.
Sale! sale'! whose! J. TJ. Proctor
Sept.
Thursday
23.
next
town
of
16 miles N. of town next Tuesday.
Jones-Turn-

We have added to our mechanics an

Expert Electrician

Who is

prepared to do all kinds of Electrical work, both on

Light plants
Autos and Electric
Electrical line, we can do it.
If it is to be done in the

All work guaranteed is our motto.

The Auto Electric Shop
Kitchall

low

or

V. V. Caris,

higtl

Here is the man who will and can block
All clothing, too,' repaired for you, In here we live to dyE
Neat, nifty work for faiR
Tailored styles, the real
Step in and get your one best bet In service, skill and carE
worth-whil-

If
Col. George

K Cochrane,

AUCTIONEER

Experienced
Farm Sales a specialty,
I know the value of farm
Proficient,
property and will get it for my clients.
Competent ClerK furnished if desire-Reasonable terms. Am a notary and t A take
acknowledgements on sale paper,
and help you secure money to meet your obligations. My aim ia to benefit both seller buyer
Bills of Sale, Notes arid Mortgages supplies
See me and get my terns and dates
Dates made
before deciding about your sale.
office.
at the
Col. George E. Cochrane, Mills, N. M.

Are the neceat you ever Saw.
"Quality" our motto.

.

Block

We Cordially Invite The
Public To Call And See Our
Line of

watch us throw a fit.

Oread

OUR Bread, Pies, Cakes, Pastries

Proprietor

e,

DOC McCARGO, The Cleaner
Roy, New Mexico

Come in and

When in trouble call on us

WE CAN FIX IT

on

hard, soft,

!

of

Auto and Tractor

repair work.

BRING YOUR

We Make The
TO EST

er

Wo fllsn do all kinds

noi

U'!

this good family, but Mr. Wildman's
interests in Missouri made it necessary for him to make the change.
Here's success to you, Mr. and Mrs.
Wildman, in your new home.

Ontario 1S96
J.C.Bowen wife and baby are
Office:
spending a two weeks vacation
Fairview Pharmacy
with Mr. Bowen's mother at
Colorado Springs Colorado.

Right Here:

Shelf and Builders Hardware, Harness and Harness Repairs, Stoves
Automobile Accessories, Windmills, Tanks, Tools, Coal, Lime
Cement, Lumber and all kinds of
Building Material.

.

4

Try Us
Ideal Bakery & Confectionery
Bread, Patsries, Confectionery
Foster Blk

E. Las Vegas, N.M..

Respectfully
R.
P. Shay a

"A Square Deal Every Day"

J. E. Wildman and family left for
Granby, Mo., last week tomake their
future home. We are sorry to lose

TRY IT

Charles Chapman, Proprietor

M. D. Gibbs--

tract.

Margaret Foley of Santa Rosa is
the new teacher at the Wagner
school southeast of Roy. Miss Foley
comes well recommended and will no
doubt make good in her school work.

You Ever Tasted,

Under new Management

We have with us this week
some "Boomer" sign painters.
They are finding numerous
Mosquero, N. M.
F.iirn
Goodyear Tires
iobs and. their work is Fisk Tires
meeting with general satisfaction
Ford parts

W. IE

in seeur- - Knrir

--

El Dorado Hotel

,

state

Mr. Coldiron is
on tie Albert

e

"A Proli table place to Trade"

Spanish-America-

U,

30-6-

20-4-

om pany
J. E. Busey was fortunate
the services permanently of Mr.
Ferry G. Kin;?, formerly of Springer,
as electrical wireman and installation
man for his line of electric power and
light plants.
Mr. King is thoroughly capable and
one of the fastest men in the country.
He was formerly with the Springer
Light company, Mountain States Telephone company and Western Union
Telegraph, and knows his business.
So if Busey estimates your wiring
job or installs a plant for you, you
may rest assured that the price will
be right and the material used will
meet with all expectations.
Mr. King has just completed the
and
n
wiring of the
a new Western Electric plant will be
installed the latter part of the week.

lb-a-

12-2- 0,

State Route carrier
Star Route.

RECEPTION

ELEVEN

-

Ilor.kenberry mites from
Helena, Okla.. t change his address
from Koute "A", Mills, to Helena,
where he has gone Icj his health. Mr.
Ilockenberry owns a fine horn? northeast of Mills, but the altit:;J.3 here
wni too high for his health, and he
Garage.
location.
ul f, ;";.u
W.

I

BODY OF VELTER JONE3
FOUND AT BRONTKL TEXAS
The body of Velter Jone, who, was
drowned at Cirforado City about, thre
weeks ago wlJile trying ta swim the
Colorado Riwer, was found lastwtsek
three miles southeast of Bronte, Texthariv-p- r
as, and. about 150 miles, down
from where he was (frowned. The
body was. found by a man who. had
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Mosquero, New Mexico
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The Spanish American

Granville Kitchell has just let a
LIBERTY
contract to J. E. Busey for the wir- . School is progressing nicely, with
ing of his entire block of buildings. Mrs. Fulk in charge.
Kitchell ia just as progressive as the
Miss Friéda Mitchell is attending!
best of us. Busey will furnish the High Schoonn Raton.
electricity from a 1500-wa- tt
WestGeo. Lucas and family spent the
ern Electric plant Ioqated in the ga- week-en- d
visiting friends in Dawson.
rage part of the building. There will
The many friends of Grant Wort-mabe about seventy lights handled with
son of Mrs. Agnes Wortman of
the outfit.
Chicago, will be pleased, to know that
he recently graduated from a busi-rccollege and is holding a nice poWe understand that R. P. Shaya
Company and The Fairview Phar- sition with a law firm. Grant exmacy have just let contracts for wir- pects to study law and be ready to be
ing in the Foster row. J. E. Busey admitted to the bar when he reaches
got the jobs. Juice will be furnish- the required ago.
Ed Smith and wife of Mills, Mrs.
ed from the Western Electric light
plant which Busey sold to Richard J. S. Russell and daughter, Helen, of
Roy, were the Sunday guests of Robt.
Kilm array.
'
Holmes and family.
and wife and
Earl
Work has again started on the Mills
Roy were pleasant
school building, and they expect to Mrs. F. A. Roy of
have the first unit completed by early callers at 7. M. Ogden's last Friday.
The Anderson and Maits and Hall
winter. Next year they expect to
threshing
are busy in this
vote additional bonds and build anwill soon be on
locality
the
and
crr.in
other unit to the building. This is
the right thing to do, and Mills will the market. Much wheat has been
soon have a school building equal to sown and the piospectiva yield 3 fine.
any on the mesa.
We' missed the Liberty .items last
week, and had a number of inquiries
A.
P.
Barnett, who has been look- as to why
they were not in the paper.
ing after business interests on the
Our correspondent was unable to
Mesa the past two months, returned
write news from that popular comto his home at Tar River, Okla., last
munity last wee'.:, but we have a nice
Saturday.
bunch for this week.
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NO. 36

C. El Hobson, the Roy jeweler, is
DOES ADVERTISING ?AY?
one of the busiest men in Roy these
The Roy Trust and Savine-- RnnV
days and is receiving practically all mailed out about 1200 advertising
the work he can do. We have watch- letters over the mesa last Tuesday
in
ed many watch repairers, but have the form of a little paper
called "The
never seen one that can turn out the iviesa-- f arm Bank Notes", which is fill-ed
work in the time that Mr. Hobson can.
with news items on thrift anj
Up to date he has repaired about 75 other subjects. It also
contains a lot
watches and clocks in the few days he of good sound advertisement
and is
has been in Roy, and everyone has worth reading, every
word of it. Yes,
been guaranteed so far as the work it pays to advertise, and the
Roy
is concerned. Another thing we no- Trust and Savings Bank is
a sound
ticed is that one does not have to believer in plenty of printer's
ink.
leave their watch for weeks in his Don't lay your little paper
aside, but
place of business to 'get it repaired, read it through, and you
will finí you
but it is generally ready for' delivery have bettered yourself .by
reading
within a day or two after being left your "Mesa-FarBank Notes."
at the office, unless it is necessary to
send for some particular repairs. If
FOR SALE
you have anything in his line that
Child's bed and mattress; coal oil
needs repairing, don't 'be afraid to stove
and oven, also five dining room
bring it to him, for he can surely do chairs.
Cash only. Call or see Ruy.
the work.
mond Pendleton.
.

m

I. C. DODDS

and
Undertaker
Embalmer
ROY, NEW MEXICO
Office in FosterBlock

FORD TRUCK OWNERS
Buy Goodrich Silvertown

I

Cord tires for your truck.
VVe have them.
LIBERTY GARAGE

The Chamber of Commerce was unable to get its bylaws completed for
the meeting Monday night, and sa ne
was postponed for next Monday
night.
Everyone be present, as s?v-crimportant matters will come be-

al

fore the meeting.

Mr. J. M. Bentley, the obliging
cashier of the Wagon Mound bank,
flnd Miss Whitehair, bookkeeper of
the above bank, spent Sunday even
ing at the Bentley home in Roy. They
came over the new bridge and returned over the same road. Air. Bentley says it sure is some road, and
could stand a little fixing in snveral
places.

A. H. Gerard

HMy

op mÉ$'- 4
-

"THE AUCTIONEER"
Liv Stock nd Farm Sales My Specialty
For Dates write or phone at my expense

Springer. Nw Mxico

for Your

Farm with

ANNOUNCEMENT

Western Electric
Back of it

The Sisters of Sacred Heart Convent are prepared

limited number of pupils for instruction on piano, organ,

run-gi-

Classes in plain sewing wiH also be organized.
For particulars apply
8

J. E. BUSEY
Automobile

on any day between

1

and

P. M.

N. M.

'

J.

Roy, New Mexico

lPJWMW

at the convent

Sisters of St. Dominic, Roy,

'

ilflffllJIililjliWiMlllii

violin

Rates as reasonable as consistent with present conditions.
All music or material will be obtainable at the convent.

dependable service. Ño better outfit
than this is made none has given better
service. And electric .service is what you
want You get it from this outfit,
See this plant in operation.,?
Who also sells the wonderful
OVERLAND FOUR

a

cornet, miindolin or guitar.

'THIS outfit famishes electric power and
ves
1 light easy to put in simple to

,

to take

I

'

KHM

The little son of Mr. and Mrs. Er.i- est Cameron was seriously hurt when
horse which he was riding fell on
him, bruising him internally and oth- He was 'brought to the Plum- lee hospital and is reported improving
'

nicely.

'

J. C. Fuller of Marshalltown Iowa
the new clerk at the Fairfriew Ph;.r-- a
macy. 'Mr. Fuller is un
of
the world war, and comes well
.mended, and fnnn a'I apiiesnrtc.s
will
a valuad addition to that
popular place.
is

.
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MORA

Th Farm Rays Bettet;
fr

COMPANY
Mora, New Mexico
Abstracts of all lands in Mora
County
Prompt Service
. Accurate Copy of Records

V?yN,M'
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-- F. H.

Crow is the new Oil
dispenser at the J. H. Sansburv
Co We knew Fred wouldn't stav
long when he left Roy, they all
come back, and thats the reason

1'

irllTV

Philip Sanchez, Secretary

,

ROBERTS & OLVER
litre

Phone 19

that

i

it:

r

hfe

came back.
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Fred Fluhman closed a contract
with J.E.Busey Co the fore Dart
of the week for a large sized
Western Electric licrht clant and
for the wiring of his entire out- fit of buildings at his ranch home
seventeen miles northeast of Rov
H
The wirinir is
and the .plant will be installed as
soon as the buildings are comnler..
ea tor it.
Mr.Fluhman is one of the best
and most progressive men on the
mesa anu we can say that wjien
the lights are installed he will
have the most beautiful home in the country for he has recently began the erection of a fine eleven room house which will
be ready for occupancy in the
near future. Still there is the
pessimist who argue that it is
onl ;luck" when you make money farming on our Mesa.
Ask Fred

hfir

Dont forget the
r
Sale next Thursday, Some cracker
good will be sold
Jack house-holat this sale.
Jones-Turne-

mUWV.,

áfc

d

.

,

MrsJ. P. Martin who has been
visiting her daughter Vergie
at Gallup returned home Sunday. Miss Virgie is a teacher
in the Gallup Schools and we are
informed that the Martins will
move to Gallup so that they can
send their children to school.

Fabrick tires are no
Strong enough for
trucks.

1

si

BUYS

ABSTRACT

i

When the farmer awakens, to the i m portan ce of adequate
housing
himself arid family, 'hjs stock, .grain and
Every 'dollarin vested in huildinpr will give a
twofold' return.' The amhJe-i- s
great enough at best
i
without bein hjarKiicapped 'by poor housing conditions.
If ou are gpingitd build anything out of wood, cement'
or brick, .we caTTsave you money.
t Every courtesy possible exiended.

VV

FLUHMAN

Buy "SILVERTONW"

.
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cords at
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LIBERTY GARAGE

(best in the long run.)

A

Thomas A. Whelan

Eugene Palmer
.1

'

Whelan & Palmer,

CM

Lawyers

Clayton, New.Mex.

Do Toil Want alixe for
10
fion ey ?
,1

Practice in State and
eral Courts

'fc.

For the fcood
that the S. H. Churclll & Co. line of
.clothes is recognized the 'country over as the
Value Line of America."

U, S.

Land Office

General Blacksmith

made-to-measu- re

'

Fed-

and

"i

and
Machine Work,

.
,

There are some mighty fine suit and overcoat fabrics waiting
for you here the kind that will please you and look well on
you. And everyone a quality you can't duplicate anywhere
else at the price. Style and value both. You fcet these here.

AT THE OLD STAND,
WITH, THE LIBERTY

'

GARAGE

J. P. Wade,
Prop'r

DOC. MeCARGO, Roy, N.M.

Her Choice.
Florence girl sayS she had rather
wear a cow bell than be bothered
a chaperon. Boston Transcript with
A

